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Abstract 
Historical Development of the BFGS Secant Method 
and Its Characterization Properties 
by 
Joanna Maria Papakonstantinou 
The BFGS secant method is the preferred secant method for finite-dimensional uncon-
strained optimization. The first part of this research consists of recounting the historical 
development of secant methods in general and the BFGS secant method in particular. Many 
people believe that the secant method arose from Newton's method using finite difference 
approximations to the derivative. We compile historical evidence revealing that a special 
case of the secant method predated Newton's method by more than 3000 years. We trace 
the evolution of secant methods from 18th-century B.C. Babylonian clay tablets and the 
Egyptian Rhind Papyrus. Modifications to Newton's method yielding secant methods are 
discussed and methods we believe influenced and led to the construction of the BFGS se-
cant method are explored. 
In the second part of our research, we examine the construction of several rank-two 
secant update classes that had not received much recognition in the literature. Our study 
of the underlying mathematical principles and characterizations inherent in the updates 
classes led to theorems and their proofs concerning secant updates. One class of symmetric 
rank-two updates that we investigate is the Dennis class. We demonstrate how it can be 
derived from the general rank-one update formula in a purely algebraic manner not utilizing 
Powell's method of iterated projections as Dennis did it. The literature abounds with update 
classes; we show how some are related and show containment when possible. We derive 
the general formula that could be used to represent all symmetric rank-two secant updates. 
From this, particular parameter choices yielding well-known updates and update classes are 
presented. We include two derivations of the Davidon class and prove that it is a maximal 
class. We detail known characterization properties of the BFGS secant method and describe 
new characterizations of several secant update classes known to contain the BFGS update. 
Included is a formal proof of the conjecture made by Schnabel in his 1977 Ph.D. thesis 
that the BFGS update is in some asymptotic sense the average of the DFP update and the 
Greenstadt update. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The first part of our research consists of recounting the historical development of secant 
methods in general and the BFGS (Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb, Shanno) secant method in 
particular. The motivation for this work is based on the fact the BFGS secant method is the 
preferred secant method for unconstrained optimization. We trace the evolution of secant 
methods from a method (most commonly referred to as the Rule of Double False Position 
but also referred to as Regula Falsi) that can be found in 18th-century B.C. Babylonian clay 
tablets and the Egyptian Rhind Papyrus. This method can be viewed as the secant method 
in one dimension (1-D) applied to a linear equation; hence, we believe that this should be 
considered the origin of the secant method. 
Throughout the years, there has been widespread confusion concerning the origins and 
the terminology used to refer to the secant method and the Regula Falsi method. It is inter-
esting that confusion still exists today. To remove the existing confusion, we determine the 
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origins of these methods and clarify the terminology. Modifications to Newton's method 
that yield secant methods are discussed and methods that we believe influenced and led to 
the construction of the BFGS secant method are explored. We detail known uniqueness 
properties and characterizations of the BFGS secant method and study various classes of 
secant updates that are known to contain the BFGS update. 
In the second part of our research, we examine the construction of several rank-two 
secant update classes that have not received much recognition in the literature. Our study 
of the underlying mathematical principles and characterizations inherent in these update 
classes lead us to several theorems concerning classes of secant updates. 
This thesis is organized in the following manner. In Chapter 2, we explain that the 
origin of the secant method in 1-D dates back to 18th century B.C. We present the obvious 
extension of the 1-D secant method to higher dimensions with an explanation of why it 
fails in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we describe various secant methods with a focus on the 
BFGS method. Convergence theory and convergence results are outlined in Chapter 5. 
Several interesting characterizations and uniqueness properties of the BFGS secant method 
are detailed in Chapter 6. Finally, in Chapter 7, we examine the construction of several 
rank-two secant update classes that have not received much recognition in the literature 
and present new results. 
1.1 Basic Algorithms in 1-D 
Three numerical algorithms which have played important roles in the contemporary numer-
ical methods literature for solving a nonlinear equation are Newton's method, the secant 
method, and the Regula Falsi method, as we call them today. In this section, we present 
these algorithms in one dimension, since this is where they were born and where confusion 
originated. 
There are many iterative methods for approximating a solution, x*, of f(x) = 0 for 
f : M —> M. Newton's method in 1-D uses a succession of zeros of tangent lines to better 
approximate a zero of a function. In Figure 1.1, f(x) represents the nonlinear function 
whose zero we are trying to find. 
Ax) 
Figure 1.1: Newton's method uses the tangent line passing through the 
points (x0, f(x0)) and {xu /(zi)). 
The iteration 
Xk+l = Xk /fa) (1.1) 
is Newton's method (in 1-D), and xk represents the fcth approximation to the solution. 
If the derivative in the Newton iteration (1.1) is replaced with the difference quotient 
f(xk) ~ /(a*-i) (1.2) 
%k - Xk-i 
which can be viewed as an approximation to f'(xk), the resulting iteration 
Xk Xk—i . , . 
is the secant method (in 1-D) and can also be written as 
Xk-lfM - Xfc/(Xfc_i) 
Xk+1 = 77 \ 77 N • ( 1 - 3 ) 
In contrast to Newton's method which uses a succession of zeros of tangent lines, the secant 
method in 1-D uses a succession of zeros of secant lines to better approximate a zero of a 
function. In Figure 1.2, f(x) represents the nonlinear function whose zero we are trying to 
find. 
If instead of always using the two most recently computed iterates in the secant method 
(1.3), one of the initial estimates is held fixed for all subsequent iterations while the other 
is updated, the resulting iteration 
_ xf(xk) - xkf(x) 
XM
~ f(xk)-f(x) 
is the Regula Falsi method where x represents the initial estimate that remains fixed. We 
choose to call this method the Regula Falsi method to follow Booth [9], who in 1955 seems 
to be the first to describe this method and refer to it as Regula Falsi.1 However, as we 
'In §2.4.3, we explain that we found earner references, for example by Whittaker and Robinson [125] in 
1944, however, these descriptions were ambiguous so we chose Booth's naming since his description was 
more explicit and descriptive. 
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/ ( * ) 
Figure 1.2: The secant method uses the secant line passing through the 
points (x0, f(x0)) and {xx, /(a?i)). 
discuss in §2.4.3, this method, post Booth, has also been referred to by other names. 
Another difference between the secant method and the Regula Falsi method, is that in 
the Regula Falsi method, the two initial estimates, x0 and x\, are chosen such that f(x0) 
and f(xi) are of opposite signs (f(x0)f(xi) < 0), i.e., the initial estimates bracket a zero 
of the nonlinear function. However, it is important to mention that in the Regula Falsi 
method, a zero does not necessarily remain bracketed by successive iterates at each step 
and, in some instances, the method fails. Modifications of the Regula Falsi method have 
been made that ensure that a zero remains bracketed at each step.2 For example, in what 
we choose to call the Modified Regula Falsi method, the interval endpoints are changed, 
instead of holding one fixed, to ensure that at each step, the new interval contains a zero 
of f(x), i.e., the x-value corresponding to the function value that has opposite sign as the 
2Although we are not sure who was the first to present modifications of the Regula Falsi method, early 
examples can be found in Willers' 1948 book [126] and in Householder's 1953 book [70]. 
X X2 
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current function value is always retained, not just in the first step as in the Regula Falsi 
method.3 This Modified Regula Falsi method is the method that many current texts, and 
in particular popular internet sites, call the Regula Falsi method. We discuss the naming 
confusion and present examples of naming inconsistencies in §2.4.3. 
1.2 Basic Algorithms in n-D 
In iRn, Newton's method is a tool that allows us to approximate the solution of a square 
nonlinear system of equations by solving a sequence of square linear systems. Let F : 
]Rn —> M1 be a differentiable function and consider the square nonlinear system of equa-
tions 
F{x) = 0. (1.4) 
The iteration 
xk+l = xk-F'{xk)-lF{xk) (1.5) 
is Newton's method, where again xk represents the fcth approximation to the solution of 
(1.4). Recall that in the case when solving the system of nonlinear equations (1.4), the 
derivative F'(xk) in the Newton iteration (1.5) represents the Jacobian of F at x. New-
ton's method is theoretically attractive, but it may be difficult to use in practice for various 
reasons including the need to calculate the derivative. 
3To learn more about modifications of the Regula Falsi method that ensure that each new interval contains 
a zero, see Branson [11]. 
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The general quasi-Newton iteration is given by 
Xk+i = xk- B^F(xk) (1-6) 
where Bk is viewed as an approximation to F'(xk) and we call —B^1F(xk) the correction. 
If we introduce a step-length parameter, ak, into the general quasi-Newton iteration (1.6), 
we obtain the iteration 
xfe+i = xk - akB^lF{xk), (1.7) 
where, in this case, pk = —Bk~1F(xk) is called the search direction and akpk is called the 
correction. The use of ak is referred to as step-length control, and by an exact line search, 
we mean that the 1-D minimization problem 
min <j> (xk + akpk) (1.8) 
a fe>0 
has been solved exactly for ak where $ is a merit function associated with the iteration 
method. Popular choices for nonlinear equations is <j){x) = F(x)TF(x) and in uncon-
strained optimization <f> = f(x). 
We call an iterative method of the form (1.6) a secant method if it satisfies the secant 
equation: 
Bk+1(xk+i - xk) = F(xk+1) - F(xk), (1.9) 
more commonly written in the literature as 
Bk+1sk = yk, (1.10) 
8 
where 
yk = F{xk+1) - F(xk), 
and the displacement is 
Sk = Xk+l ~ Xk-
If the method satisfies the secant equation, then it reduces to the secant method in 1-D. 
Clearly, Newton's method is not a secant method. 
1.3 Convergence Behavior 
There are many criteria by which we can evaluate an iterative procedure, for example, the 
length of time taken to calculate a solution or the amount of computer storage space used 
in the computation. The convergence behavior of an algorithm is an important measure 
of performance. In this section, we outline different convergence behaviors. In particular, 
we emphasize the notion of superlinear convergence as many of the methods we discuss in 
this thesis demonstrate this behavior. We only briefly discuss convergence behaviors here 
because they will be referred to in the upcoming chapters. Moreover, we devote Chapter 5 
to detailing the important convergence theory and presenting some convergence results of 
the basic secant methods that we discuss throughout the thesis. 
If a solution x* exists, then we define local convergence by saying that there exists 
a neighborhood of x*, such that for all initial vectors in the neighborhood, the iterates 
generated by the algorithm in question are well-defined and converge to x*. This means 
that when our initial point XQ is sufficiently close to x* then lim^ —>oo Xk = x*. Global 
convergence asserts convergence to a solution from any starting point. 
Let {xk} be a sequence in IFC1 that converges to x*. We say the convergence is linear if 
there is a constant M e (0,1) and a choice of norm such that 
J!fttiz£!!<M 
\\xk-x*\\ 
for all k sufficiently large. This indicates that eventually the error, the distance from the 
solution measured in this norm, decreases at each iteration by at least a constant factor M. 
We say the convergence is superlinear if 
l ^ ^ < r f e (1.11) 
holds for some sequence {r/t} which converges to zero, i.e., linife^ oo M*+i~»|i = 0. Ob-
serve that in finite dimensions, superlinear convergence is norm independent, while linear 
convergence is not. We say the convergence has order, or rate, of at least p if 
ll*fc+i-*11<M ||arfc-a;*||P ~ 
for all k sufficiently large where M is a positive constant, not necessarily less than 1 and 
p = 1. In the case that p = 2, we use the term quadratic and in the case p = i±f^, we use 
the term golden mean. Observe that order is norm independent and order greater than one 
implies superlinear convergence. However, superlinear convergence does not necessarily 
imply a rate greater than one. 
Chapter 2 
Historical Development of the 1-D 
Secant Method 
Many believe that the secant method arose from Newton's method using a finite difference 
approximation to the derivative. However, historical evidence reveals that a special case 
of the secant method (most commonly referred to as the Rule of Double False Position) 
predated Newton's method by more than 3000 years and can be found in 18th-century B.C. 
Babylonian clay tablets and the Egyptian Rhind Papyrus. 
It is the purpose of this chapter to present the historical development of the secant 
method in 1-D. We describe the Rule of Double False Position and present examples found 
in multiple texts throughout the centuries which demonstrate how the Rule of Double False 
Position was used to solve a variety of problems, such as, how to obtain the exact solution to 
a 2 x 2 system of linear equations and how the Rule of Double False Position was extended 
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(non-iteratively) to quadratics to obtain only an approximate solution. Throughout the 
years, there has been much confusion concerning the origins and the terminology used to 
refer to the secant method and the Regula Falsi method. It is interesting that confusion 
still exists today. In an effort to remove the existing confusion, we determine the origins of 
these methods and clarify the terminology. 
2.1 Original Formulation of the Secant Method in 1-D 
2.1.1 The Rules of False Position in Early Texts 
In ancient times, mathematics was used as a tool to answer questions that arose in daily life. 
The earliest evidence of these tools (eventually referred to as the Rules of False Position) 
was found in Egyptian papyri and Babylonian clay tablets from the 18th century B.C. The 
Babylonian civilization flourished at about the same time as Pharaonic Egypt, but there 
seems to be little formal evidence that either nation influenced the other's mathematics but 
they clearly must have. The Rules of False Position were always written rhetorically rather 
than in symbolic language, whose use in mathematics at the time was unknown, and were 
often presented within the context of a real-life situation. The Egyptians and Babylonians 
did not know algebra, indeed it did not exist at that time, nor did they have the notion of 
an equation or work with a general rule. There is no evidence of the use of a procedure, 
instead, each problem used specific numbers with the solution given as a set of instructions. 
Hence, problems that would be considered trivial today posed a high degree of difficulty in 
12 
ancient times. 
The most important mathematical text from ancient Egypt is the Ahmes Papyrus, writ-
ten by the scribe Ahmes in about 1659 B.C. and derived from material dated approximately 
2000-1800 B.C. [27]. It was named the Rhind Mathematical Papyrus after the Scottish 
Egyptologist and antiquarian A. Henry Rhind who purchased it from a shop in Luxor while 
traveling in Egypt4 and brought it back to England in 1858 where it has resided since it 
was donated by Rhind's estate to the British Museum in 1864 [27] [89]. The Rhind Math-
ematical Papyrus, written in hieratic notation (see Figure 2.1), is a two-sided document 
containing a collection of 87 real-life word problems with solutions on one side and tables 
to aid in computation on the other. The examples cover a wide range of mathematical ideas 
needed for a scribe to fulfill his duties. Thus we deduce that this treatise was used in the 
training of scribes. 
2.1.2 The Rule of Single False Position 
Problems 24-34 of the Rhind Mathematical Papyrus are examples of problems in one un-
known of the first degree which can be represented using contemporary algebraic notation 
as finding a number x such that 
a\X + . . . + anx = c. (2.1) 
4Many of the wealthy British travelled to resort towns in Egypt during the winters. At the time of this 
visit to Egypt, Rhind was in poor health. 
Of course, today we would simplify such problems to 
13 
ax = c (2.2) 
where a = a\ + a2 + . . . + an. From a current mathematical point of view, this problem 
is simple to solve if we sum the a^ s in (2.1) and divide c by a to get the solution x = %. 
However, the people of the time did not perform algebraic simplifications. Moreover, since 
a in equation (2.2) was usually a fraction in real-life problems, they utilized a method that 
avoided the possibility of dividing by a fraction.5 
The first step of the method they used to solve for x in the rhetorical analog of the linear 
equation (2.1) was to choose a (probably false, yet, not so arbitrary) guess of the solution.6 
Suppose (falsely) the solution is x = x0, then we get CQ where 
axo = Co 7^  c. 
Now, multiply c by ^ to get the solution 
I = ww = ( c ) ( I ) . (2.3) 
Co \aj 
Hence, we obtain the solution without determining a or dividing by a. This method was 
later called Simple False Position [27], Process of Supposition, or most commonly, the 
Rule of Single False Position [75] and avoids the need to explicitly determine a in the 
reduced equation. In essence, this method was a way of using an initial guess to obtain the 
5Egyptians could perform division but preferred to avoid dividing by a fraction as it was more laborious 
than dividing by integers or preforming multiplication [27]. 
6The initial guess was not so arbitrary. Instead, the initial guess was chosen with the aim to operate with 
whole numbers since calculation with fractions could present difficulties [27]. 
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solution to a specific problem and was not a general rule for solving other problems of the 
same kind. It is unclear how they got the solution (2.3) from the initial guess x0 and the 
corresponding c$. In an attempt to provide a reasonable explanation, we show that from 
(2.2) and ax0 = CQ, we can write the proportion 
x _ c 
XQ CQ 
from which we can obtain the solution (2.3). 
2.1.2.1 Example problem solved using the Rule of Single False Position 
Figure 2.1 illustrates Problem 26 from the Egyptian Rhind Mathematical Papyrus written 
in hieratic notation. To demonstrate how difficult the notation and the technique of calcu-
*i'*ktei*ja 
Figure 2.1: Egyptian Rhind Mathematical Papyrus: Problem 26 written in 
hieratic notation. (Robins and Shute [102], copyright British Museum.) 
lation was at that time, we transcribe Problem 26 from hieroglyphic notation into algebraic 
notation and describe the enumerated steps to solve the problem using the Rule of Single 
False Position (see Table 2.1). 
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^ATTX »&<&'+ll\ 
(D 
VM^ILLS-^W'II ® 
<D >--4ii*-v4*-- IT 
"* i)i oB'"M<** 
™1ZT4 an I Hi* rat' in t 
® & '» , 
,^ 
• ® (S 
Problem 26 of the /Mi/u/ Mathematical Papyrus using hieroglyphic notation (Chabert [27].) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Transcription of hieroglyphics 
A quantity, \ of it added to it, becomes 15 
Operate on 4; make thou \ of them, namely 1; 
The total is 5. 
Operate on 5 for the finding of 15 
\1 5 
\2 10 
There becomes 3. 
Multiply: 3 times 4. 
1 3 
2 6, 
\4 12 
There becomes 12. 
1 12, 
i 3 
Total 15 
The quantity is 12. \ of it is 3; the total is 15. 
Description using algebraic notation 
x+ \x = 15 
Guess x = 4: 
4 + 1 = 5. 
Divide: f = 3 
Multiply wrong answer (x = 4) by 3: 
3 x 4 = 12. 
12 + |(12) = 15 
Thus, x = 12. 
Table 2.1: Description of Problem 26 of the Rhind Mathematical Papyrus. 
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2.1.3 The Rule of Double False Position 
Since the Babylonians and the Egyptians already had the Rule of Single False Position to 
solve for x in ax = c, they quite naturally tried to apply it to other real-life word problems 
which we would today represent using algebraic notation as finding a number x such that 
ax + b = c, (2.4) 
where 6 ^ 0 . Having no knowledge of algebra at the time, people did not know how to 
move terms from one side of an equation to the other [75]. Furthermore, they considered 
(2.2) and (2.4) to represent two different mathematical phenomena. 
The first step of the method they used to solve for x in the rhetorical analog of the linear 
equation (2.4) was to choose two guesses of the solution (probably false solutions). There 
were no restrictions on the initial guesses. Suppose the first guess of the solution is x = x0, 
then we get the corresponding error CQ where 
ax0 + b — c = CQ. (2.5) 
Suppose the second guess of the solution is x = xi, then we get the corresponding error c\ 
where 
axi + b — c = C\. (2.6) 
They gave instructions7 of how to obtain the solution using the relation 
x =
 X 0 C l
- *
l C
° . (2.7) 
C l - C o 
7Instructions resemble: 'Multiply the second error, c\, by the first guess, XQ, and multiply the first error, 
Co by the second guess, x\. Subtract whichever product is smaller from the larger and divide this result by 
the difference of the smaller error subtracted from the larger error.' 
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This method for solving for x is now most commonly referred to as the Rule of Double 
False Position [75].8 
We justify algebraically how they obtained the solution (2.7) from the initial guesses, 
XQ and #i, and the corresponding errors, CQ and c\. Subtract (2.6) from (2.5) and solve for 
a to obtain 
a = . (2.8) 
x0 -xi 
Add (2.6) and (2.5), use (2.8), and solve for c — b to obtain 
XICQ - XQC-L 
c — b= . (2.9) 
XQ-XI 
Then, from (2.4) we have 
c-b 
x = , 
a 
and following the substitution of a using (2.8), and the substitution of c — b using (2.9), we 
can obtain the solution (2.7). If for the two arbitrary initial guesses, x0 and x\, we write 
Co = f(x0) and c\ = f(x\), where f(x) = ax + b — c, then we obtain the solution9 
x = xpffa) - SI/(SQ) 
f(xi) - /(so) 
which can also be viewed as the first step of the secant method (1.3) applied to a nonlinear 
equation f(x) = 0. It is most interesting that the secant method applied to a linear equation 
8We explain in §2.1.4 that this rule was first given an English name, rule of two (false) positions, by 
Chuquet in 1484. 
9In 1978, Smeur [113] described how Frisius' in 1540 solved l\x2 = 200 using the "Rule of Double 
2 f _ 2 jr 
False." Smeur explained that x is calculated from x — xf2_f which lends itself to the notation we use in 
(2.10). 
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converges in one step; hence, it is correct to say that the Rule of Double False Position is 
the secant method applied to a linear equation. 
2.1.3.1 Example problem: a linear equation 
The Egyptian papyri and Babylonian clay tablets contained rhetorical examples that repre-
sent linear equations solved using the Rule of Double False Position. While many of the 
problems dealt with the sale and distribution of properties, inheritance, or for the purpose 
of portion control and the prediction of production, some of the problems presented seem 
inconsequential in comparison. For example, consider the following problem10: 
When asking someone his age he answers: if my age were doubled and added 
to this | , | , and \ part of my age and 6 years, then all together should equal 
80. How old is he. 
This example can be written using algebraic notation as the linear equation 
1 1 1 „
 nn 
2x + -x + -x + -x + 6 = 80. 
2 3 4 
To solve this problem using the Rule of Double False Position, first let xo = 36, then 
Co = 2xQ + \xQ + \xQ + \xQ + 6 - 80 = 37.11 Next, let xi = 16, then cx = 2xx + \xx + 
5^1 + \x\ + 6 - 80 = - 2 4 | . Thus, the solution to this problem is x = ^ Z ^ = 24-
10Taken from p.67 of Smeur [113] but originally appeared on p. 186 v. of J. van der Scheure's 1611 edition 
of his 1600 Arithmetica, oft Rekenconst, Haarlem. 
11
 At that time, they used the initial guess, XQ, to calculate 2xo + 5X0 + 5X0 + \XQ + 6 = 117. Then, they 
evaluated 117 — 80 to determine the corresponding error CQ = 37. 
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2.1.3.2 Example problem: a system of linear equations 
Both the Egyptian papyri and Babylonian clay tablets contained rhetorical examples that 
represent systems of two linear equations in two unknowns that are solved using the Rule of 
Double False Position. The fact that similar problems were solved using the same method 
in different civilizations provides evidence that these problems reflect the problems of that 
time. Although the literature suggests that each civilization independently invented the 
same method to solve these problems, we are of the opinion that traders carried stories 
hence, transferring information (such as the explanation of this process used to answer 
the problems that arose) along trade lines between Egypt and Babylonia. Consider the 
following problem12: 
Let a 1 mu of good field cost 3 hundred; and 7 mu of poor field cost 5 hundred. 
Now 1 qing field is bought together, the price is 1 myriad. Of the good and poor 
fields, how much is there each? 
This example can be written using algebraic notation as the system of linear equations 
g + p = 100 (mu) 
300g+—p = 10000 (coins) 
where g and p represent the areas (in mu) of the good and poor fields respectively.13 To 
solve this problem using the Rule of Double False Position, first let go = 20, then p0 = 80, 
and Co = 300#0 + ^fpo - 10000 = 1714|. Next, let gx = 10, then px = 90, and 
12Taken from p.37 of Lun [77]. 
nqing and TOW are units of area measure such that 1 qing = 100 mu. 
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ci = 30031+^Pi-10000 = -57lf. Thus, the solution to this problem is g = ^'J™ = 
Yl\ and p = 87|. They cleverly eliminated one variable, in turn, reducing the system to 
a linear equation of the form (2.4). As a result, they were able to use the Rule of Double 
False Position to obtain the exact solution to the system of linear equations. 
2.1.3.3 Example problem: a system of equations involving higher orders 
There is evidence that the Egyptians and Babylonians each extended the Rule of Double 
False Position to quadratics but neither used the rule in an iterative manner. They performed 
only one step and were aware that when the problem was more complicated (quadratic), 
the solution they obtained using the Rule of Double False Position was only approximate. 
Consider the problem14 : 
Divide 40 into two numbers so that the sum of both squares is 850. 
This example can be written using algebraic notation as the system of two equations (one 
of which is second order) with two unknowns 
x + y = 40 
x
2
 + y2 = 850. 
To solve this problem using the Rule of Double False Position, first let x0 = 30, then 
yQ = 10, and CQ = x% + y\ - 850 = 150. Next, let x\ = 20, then y\ = 20, and ci = 
x\ + y\ — 850 = —50. Thus, the answer to this problem obtained using the Rule of 
14Takenfromp.71 of Smeur [113] but originally appeared on p. 186 v. of J. van der Scheme's 1611 edition 
of his 1600 Arithmetica, oft Rekenconst, Haarlem. This example can also be found on p.7 of Ma [77]. 
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Double False Position is x = x^~x^ = M = 22.5 and y = 25 However, we see that 
C\— CO ^ «» 2 
a;2 +
 y
2
 = (M)2
 + (M)2 = 813I ^ 359^  thus the solution is only approximate. Therefore, 
the application of the Rule of Double False Position to a quadratic can be viewed as taking 
one step of the secant method on the given quadratic. To justify this algebraically, first 
simplify the above system to the quadratic equation (with one unknown) 
f{x) = x2- AOx + 375. 
Let x0 = 30, so f(x0) = 75. Now, let x\ = 20, so f(xi) = —25. After performing one 
step of the secant method, the approximate solution obtained is x = zoffi^~^f0^ = 22.5, 
which is the same approximate solution obtained from using the Rule of Double False 
Position. 
2.1.4 Rule of Double False Position in Other Texts 
The use of the Rule of Double False Position appeared in the texts of many civilizations 
in the centuries following those found in Egypt and Babylonia. For example, the earliest 
surviving Chinese mathematics text, Jiu Zhang Sudn Shu (Computational Prescriptions in 
Nine Chapters) [27], a.k.a. The Nine Chapters on the Mathematical Art [75], dates back 
to the Han Dynasty around 200 B.C. and represents the collective efforts of many scholars 
over several centuries. It contains 246 problems in nine chapters with each chapter contain-
ing practical problems connected with everyday life, their solutions, and brief descriptions 
of the methods used to solve them.15 In Chapter 7 (the title, in English, translates to "Excess 
15The purpose of The Nine Chapters on the Mathematical Art was similar to that of the Egyptian Rhind 
Mathematical Papyrus - to serve as a practical handbook with problems that the ruling officials of the state 
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and Deficit"), twenty problems were solved using ying bu zu shu which literally means 'too 
much and not enough' and can be recognized as the Rule of Double False Position [27]. 
This is the first evidence of the Rule of Double False Position being considered a general 
rule to be used on particular problems and given a name. 
In the 9th century, Arab mathematician Abu Jafar Mohammad ibn-Musa al-Khwarizmi 
wrote two influential books which were translated into Latin in the 12th century and cir-
culated throughout Europe [6].16 Also in the 9th century, Abu Karnil wrote Kifab fil-jabr 
w'al muqabalah, 'Book of Algebra' (a commentary on, and elaboration of, Al-Khwarizmi's 
work) which was entirely devoted to Hifab al Khata 'ayn which literally means 'rule of the 
two errors' and can be recognized as the Rule of Double False Position [27]. 
The first evidence of the use of the Rule of Double False Position in 12th-century In-
dia is found in an anonymous Latin book, Liber Augmenti et Diminutionis which literally 
means 'Book of Increase and Decrease.' This Latin book was translated from Arabic and 
presented the rule Hisab al Khata'ayn, (in Latin translates to 'Regula Augmenti et Dim-
initionis,' and in English translates to 'Rule of Increase and Decrease') to solve a linear 
equation.17 
In 1202, Leonardo Pisano or "Fibonacci," wrote Liber Abaci, 'Book of the Abacus,' 
which contained fifteen chapters dealing with arithmetic and algebra including a mixture 
were likely to encounter [20]. 
16Only John of Seville's Latin translation from the beginning of the 12th century of Al-Khwarizmi's second 
book, Algorithmi de numero indorum, 'Calculation within Indian Numerals,' still exists [20]. Latin was the 
lingua franca of the scientific world [118]. 
17In 12th-century India, problems were posed simply for the pleasure of solving them instead of for utili-
tarian function (unlike the texts that previously contained mathematics). 
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of Indian arithmetic methods and Arab algebraic methods.18 In Chapter 13 of Liber Abaci, 
Fibonacci described the Arabic rule, Elchataym (which can be recognized as the Rule of 
Double False Position) and referred to it as the Augmented and Diminished Method. He 
applied this rule to rhetorical problems that represent linear equations and 29 of these prob-
lems were reproduced with little or no change from the Kamil's Arabic 'Book of Algebra' 
[20], [112]. 
In 1484, Chuquet completed a three-part mathematical manuscript19 entitled "Triparty." 
In the final section of the first part of his 'Triparty," Chuquet described the Rule of Dou-
ble False Position which he called "the rule of two false positions." We believe that this 
marks the inception of the English naming that evolved into the name Rule of Double False 
Position. 
2.1.5 Introduction of the term Regula Falsi 
In the 16th century, Latin names and terms were introduced to describe existing mathemat-
ical methods. In 1527, Bienewitz [1], a.k.a. Petrus Apianus, introduced the term "Regula 
Falsi,"20 his Latin translation of the Rule of Double False Position, and defined it as a 
method that "learns to produce truth from two lies" [78].21 Bienewitz explained that the 
18Fibonacci wrote Liber Abaci after returning from extensive travel about the Mediterranean, visiting 
Egypt, Syria, Greece, Sicily, and Provence, to receive a solid mathematical foundation. Liber Abaci was 
revised in 1228, circulated in manuscript form until it was printed in Italy in 1857, and was not translated into 
English until 2002 [20]. 
19We have not been able to locate a copy of Chuquet's original 1484 manuscript. However, we did obtain 
a study [43], published in 1985, that includes an extensive translation of Chuquet's mathematical manuscript. 
20TTie term "Regula Falsi" literally translates to "rule of falseness." 
21
 This is secondhand information from Chabert's book. The only microfiche of Bienewitz' Latin text that 
can be located is at Columbia University and it is not allowed out of the library. 
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term 'false' is used because the solution is produced from two 'false' initial estimates and 
not because the method is wrong or false [1]. 
The fact that Bienewitz introduced the term Regula Falsi to refer to the method already 
known as the Rule of Double False Position (and named "Rule of Two False Positions" by 
Chuquet in 1484) arguably explains how the Rule of Double False Position acquired the 
name the Regula Falsi method. From this point on, the Rule of Double False Position was 
referred to as not only the Rule of Double False Position but and also as Regula Falsi.22 
This marks the start of the naming confusion involving Regula Falsi which we elaborate on 
in §2.4. 
2.1.6 Modification of the Rule of Double False Position applied 
non-iteratively to Quadratic Equations in One Unknown 
Recall that the Rule of Double False Position was originally defined for linear equations 
but was also used, in a non-iterative manner, to obtain approximate solutions to quadratic 
equations. In 1540, Frisius [48] claimed that he was the first to apply the Rule of Double 
False Position (which he called Regula Falsi) to quadratic equations of the form ax2 = 6.23 
Frisius' application of (his slightly modified version of) the Rule of Double False Position 
22The term "Regula Falsi" came into use far before the Regula Falsi method, as defined in Chapter 1, was 
developed (in the 1950s) and it was used to describe the Rule of Double False Position. 
23German mathematician Christoff Rudolff, in 1525, wrote the first German algebra book Die coss, which 
means "the variable," where the the Rules of Coss (where ax2 = b represents the second Rule of Coss, 
ax
3
 = b represents the third Rule of Coss, etc.) are presented and the modern symbol for the square root 
is introduced. Gemma Frisius made his claim in response to Rudolff's comment that it was impossible to 
solve the second, third and fourth Rules of Coss using Rules of False which consist of the Rules of Single 
and Double False Position. Frisius solved the third and fourth Rules of Coss using a modification of the Rule 
of Single False Position. 
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was an exercise performed strictly out of theoretical interest since, by this time, algebra 
was known and practiced. Consider the following problem24: 
From a rectangle of 200 square yards the length is one and a half times the 
width. What are the length and the width. 
This example can be written using algebraic notation as the system of two equations: 
Ixw = 200 
I = l^u; 2 
where I and w represent the length and width of the rectangle respectively. Frisius was 
aware that he could have used direct substitution to simplify this system to l\w2 = 200, 
a quadratic equation in one variable, and solve for w2, however, he wanted to demonstrate 
that it was possible to solve the problem using the Rule of Double False Position. To do 
this, he first let w0 = 4, then the length is 6, the area is 24 and CQ = \\wl — 200 = —176. 
Next, he let wx = 20, then the length is 30, the area is 600 and ct = l\w{ - 200 = 400. 
At this step, Frisius modified the Rule of Double False Position. Instead of solving for w 
as «"nci-"nq> he evaluated w2 as ^Cl~w 'co and took the square root of this result.25 Frisius 
C\— CO CI—Co ^ 
calculated the width to be l l | | and the length to be 1 5 ^ , however, l l | | x 15^> « 181 ^ 
200. Frisius knew, as he stated, that the Rule of False is correct only for linear equations. 
He demonstrated that he realized that the solution he attained from using his modified Rule 
of Double False Position on his example problem described above was only approximate 
^Taken from p.72 of Smeur [113] but originally appeared in Frisius [48]. 
25At the time, knowledge of square and cube roots was known and root tables existed for quick reference. 
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when he stated that it is impossible to get the exact answer using this method. 
2.1.7 Use of the Rule of Double False Position as an Iterative Process 
- The Secant Method 
In 1545, Cardano [26], in his Artis Magnae, demonstrated that the Rule of Double False 
Position (calling it "De Regula Liberae Positionis," which literally translates to '(Concern-
ing) the rule of free position') could be used as an iterative procedure.26 He described the 
rule as an iterative process where multiple steps must be performed in order to improve the 
approximation [25]. He solved quadratic and cubic equations using the rule and included 
explanations of how he solved the problems using the rule with elaborate geometric illus-
trations [6]. We now have the secant method for a nonlinear equation. Cardano called it 
"De Regula Liberae Positionis." Of course, this awkward name never achieved acceptance 
in the literature. 
2.2 Newton's Geometric Approach to the Secant Method 
Newton kept a notebook of his scientific and mathematical ideas.27 Whiteside's collec-
tion of these unpublished notes, entitled Newton's Waste Book [124], includes in Volume 
I28 an illustration of his interpretation of a technique Newton used to approximate a zero 
26
 We were able to scan the microfiche of the original text (which is in Latin) and make a copy. 
27Newton studied the writings of John Wallis and the Dutch, as well as examined existing algorithms (such 
as that of of Viete and William Oughtred) to find the root of a polynomial. Newton had also made a thorough 
study of Descartes' La Giomitrie and from it took his algebraic symbolism and the use of algebraic equations 
to describe geometrical curves [69]. 
^Volume I covers the period 1664-1669. 
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of a nonlinear equation. Newton's technique (which is not referred to by any name) is 
equivalent to taking one step of the secant method in 1-D. Ypma [129], using the phrasing 
in Newton's text and Whiteside's annotation of it, illustrated the similar triangles under-
lying Newton's geometric approach for approximating a zero of a function, and iterated 
the method.29 Although Newton picked both initial estimates to be on the same side of a 
zero, both Whiteside and Ypma's description of Newton's technique allowed for the initial 
estimates to be on either side of the zero. 
2.3 The Naming and First Convergence Rate Proof of the 
Secant Method in 1-D 
Thomas Fincke [42] introduced the word "secant" in his 1583 treatise on geometry [6]. In 
1958, T.A. Jeeves [74] seems to be the first to use the term "secant method" to refer to the 
secant method (which Jeeves explained is 'the secant modification of Newton's method'), 
however, initially subsequent mathematical texts did not perpetuate the use of the name 
"secant method." None of the earlier works Jeeves referenced utilized this name. Jeeves 
only included a footnote referencing the previous work of Wegstein who, in this 1958 paper 
[122], presented the secant method (which he referred to as a 'modified form of Newton's 
method') and explained that this method was contained implicitly in Willers' 1948 book 
[126]. In that book, Willers presented three methods - the method of false position, the 
29Whiteside did not iterate Newton's technique. 
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method of iteration, and the Newton method of approximation - for determining the roots 
of any function of one variable, or of several functions with the corresponding number of 
variables for the latter two methods. In his method of false position, Willers did not specify 
whether or not one of the initial estimates remains fixed so we cannot assume that it does.30 
As a result, the method that Willers called the Method of False Position could be either our 
Regula Falsi or our Modified Regula Falsi method described in Chapter 1. 
Jeeves also presented the first proof that we can locate of the golden mean convergence 
rate of the secant method (in 1-D). He proved that at each iteration of the secant method, 
the increase in the number of significant digits is | (1 + \/5) « 1.62 (the golden mean) 
times the previous increase. This is one of the convergence results discussed in Chapter 3. 
2.4 Confusion and Inconsistencies in Naming Methods 
2.4.1 Initial Misuse and Confusion of the Name Regula Falsi 
In 1955, Booth [9] was arguably the first to describe the Regula Falsi method for a nonlinear 
equation as defined in Chapter 1 and call it by that name, however, he stated that is was also 
known as the Rule of Double False Position. Although we know the two methods to not 
be the same, Booth must have believed them to be equivalent. This is further demonstrated 
by the fact that he explained that the Regula Falsi method is an ancient method also known 
as the Method of Double False Position. The fact that Booth utilized the term Rule of 
30Willers explained that this method was frequently used in business arithmetic, for example, for the de-
termination of the effective interest on a loan from tables for the cash value of a bond. 
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Double False Position (a name which followed from Chuquet) and the pre-existing term 
(Regula Falsi), that Bienewitz introduced in 1527, to describe a new different method, 
greatly contributed to the confusion in the use of the names Rule of Double False Position 
and Regula Falsi in the mathematical texts of the following decades. 
2.4.2 Evolution of the Names: Rule of Double False Position and 
Regula Falsi 
The secant method evolved from the Rule of Double False Position which predated New-
ton's method by over 3000 years. Even though the Rule of Double False Position dates 
back to the 18th century B.C., it was not thought of as a general rule or a method at that 
time, and therefore, was not given a specific name. It was not until 200 B.C., in China, that 
it was considered a general rule and given a name - ying bu zu shu. Since then, it has been 
given different names (see Table 2.2) and has most commonly been referred to as the Rule 
of Double False Position since the 11th century A.D. 
2.4.3 Continued Confusion of Names and Understanding 
The naming confusion continued and grew to include other methods. Table 2.3 represents 
some of the different names that have been used to describe the Regula Falsi method, the 
Modified Regula Falsi method and the secant method. The blank spaces in the table should 
be interpreted as either the method was not presented or the method was not referred to by 
a specific name by that particular author(s). We use the remainder of this chapter to remark 
30 
Country 
Egypt 
Babylonia 
China 
Arab 
Europe 
Africa 
Europe 
America 
Century 
18th B.C. 
18th B.C. 
2nd B.C. 
9th A.D 
llthA.D 
13th A.D. 
15th,16th A.D. 
20th A.D. 
Rule Name 
-
-
ying bu zu (too much and not enough) 
hisab al-Khataayn (rule of two errors) 
elchataym (two errors) 
method of scales 
rule of two false positions/regula falsi/ 
rule of double false position/regula positionum 
rule of double false position/method of false position/ 
regula falsi/secant method 
Table 2.2: Evolution of the naming of the Rule of Double False Position 
on some points of interest from the table. 
As we mentioned earlier, Booth, in 1955, was the first we found to present a description 
of the Regula Falsi method consistent with our description in Chapter 1. He explained that 
it could either be called Regula Falsi or Rule of False Position.31 In some earlier texts, for 
example Whittaker and Robinson [125], Willers [126], and Householder, [70], the methods 
were not rigorously presented. Primarily, no specific mention was made of whether or not 
one of the initial estimates was to remain fixed.32 As a result, it is difficult to determine if 
they are describing the Regula Falsi or the Modified Regula Falsi method. 
31Booth explained the ancient Egyptians invented the method of false position for the solution of nonlinear 
algebraic equations. However, the historical evidence we found reveals that it was first applied to linear 
equations. 
32In these descriptions, only the first step was described in detail. If graphs were included, only the first 
step was depicted to demonstrate how the choice of the initial estimates bracket a zero. Furthermore, only 
examples of convex or concave functions were presented. All of this considered, it is not clear if the method 
intended to retain one of the initial estimates in subsequent iterations. 
31 
Date 
1944 
1948 
1953 
1955 
1958 
1958 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1964 
1964 
1964 
1966 
1970 
1972 
1974 
1975 
1977 
1978 
1981 
2008 
Authors 
Whittaker and Robinson 
Willers 
Householder 
Booth 
Wegstein 
Jeeves 
Ostrowski 
Stanton 
Hochstrasser 
Traub 
Henrici 
Froberg 
Isaacson and Keller 
Ortega and Rheinboldt 
Blum 
Dahlquist and Bjorck 
Smeur 
Gellert, Hellwich 
Kiistner and Kastner 
Atkinson 
Gill, Murray 
and Wright 
Dahlquist and 
Bjorck 
Regula Falsi (R.F.) 
rule of false position 
regula falsi/ 
rule of false position 
regula falsi 
rule of false position 
classical regula 
falsi method 
regula falsi 
rule of false 
fixed point method 
regula falsi/ 
method of false position 
false-position method/ 
regula falsi 
Modified R.F. 
method of 
false position 
regula falsi 
regula falsi 
regula falsi 
regula falsi 
secant method 
regula falsi 
Secant Method 
modified form 
of Newton's method 
secant method 
iteration with successive 
adjacent points 
secant iteration function (I.F.) 
regula falsi 
regula falsi 
method of false position 
secant method 
method/rule of false position/ 
regula falsi 
method of false position 
secant method/ 
method of linear interpolation 
Table 2.3: Some examples of the inconsistencies in naming the Regula Falsi 
Method, the Modified Regula Falsi Method, and the Secant Method 
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In 1960, Ostrowski [92] was the first that we found to distinguish between the Regula 
Falsi method, as defined in Chapter 1, and the secant method when he explained that the 
secant method uses the two last points instead of constantly using one of the initial points. 
However, he referred to the secant method as "iteration with successive adjacent points" 
and explained that Regula Falsi could also be called Method/Rule of False Position. In 
1961, Stanton [115] was the first we found to explicitly describe our Modified Regula Falsi 
method which he referred to as the Regula Falsi method. He stated that there are various 
modifications of the Regula Falsi method but he does not present any modifications. 
The inconsistency in naming the methods continued throughout the 1960s. For exam-
ple, in a 1962 book edited by Todd [119], Hochstrasser described the Regula Falsi method 
consistent with our description in Chapter 1, but called it Rule of False Position which is 
essentially the same. Then, he explained that "Instead of keeping x fixed, one can move 
it during the computation - for example, by always using the latest two points given by 
the iteration." He described the secant method but did not call it by any name.33 In 1964, 
Traub [121] explained that the secant method (which he called the Secant Iteration Func-
tion (I.F.)) always used 'the latest two approximants.' He further explained that the Secant 
I.F. is closely related to the Regula Falsi method which he defined as 'a method that keeps 
two approximants which bracket the root' (therefore, describing our Modified Regula Falsi 
method). 
The first instance we found of the term "Regula Falsi" being used to describe the secant 
33Hochstrasser referenced Ostrowski's earlier work, in which Ostrowski described the Regula Falsi and 
secant methods but unlike Hochstrasser, Ostrowski gave the secant method a descriptive name - "iteration 
with successive adjacent points." 
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method was by Henrici [67] in 1964. Another instance occurred in the same year when 
Froberg [49] presented the secant method and explained it was a 'variable secant' formula 
known as Regula Falsi.34 
Two years later, in 1966, Isaacson and Keller [73] used the term "Classical Regula Falsi 
Method" to describe the Regula Falsi method defined in Chapter 1. Their use of the term 
"Classical" more than likely implies that they believed that this method was defined long 
ago. However, they referred to the secant method as the Method of False Position which 
interestingly this name was used for a method that was defined and named prior to the 
Regula Falsi method. 
An interesting inconsistency that may have greatly promoted the naming confusion 
was found in subsequent texts of Dahlquist and Bjorck. In their 1974 book [29], they 
distinguished between the secant method and the Modified Regula Falsi method (which 
they referred to as Regula Falsi).35 Yet, in their 2008 book they described our Regula Falsi 
method (not the Modified Regula Falsi method) and stated that it was the Latin translation 
of the false-position method.36 Thus, they used the term Regula Falsi in two subsequent 
texts to describe two different methods. 
The first naming convention that we found to be consistent with both the descriptions of 
the Regula Falsi and secant methods presented in Chapter 1 was by Ortega and Rheinboldt 
34This is an English translation of the 1962 Swedish edition Larobok i numerisk analys. 
35This is an English translation and extension of the 1969 Swedish edition. 
36They explained that the Regula Falsi method was a very old method that originated in 5th-century Indian 
texts and was used in medieval Arabic mathematics. They further explained that it got its name from the 
Italian mathematician Fibonacci. The only truth in these statements is that this method was used in Arabic 
texts. As for the other statements, we have already explained why they are false. 
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[91] in 1970. We claim that their usage of the names is more accurate in reflecting how 
the methods were historically introduced. Therefore, we view this as an attempt to clarify 
the existing confusion. Unfortunately, this naming convention was not perpetuated because 
in 1972, Blum [8] described the secant method and said it was called Method (or Rule) of 
False Position or Regula Falsi. 
The naming conventions utilized in The VNR Concise Encyclopedia of Mathematics 
[54] in 1977 perpetuated the inconsistencies and confusion. Gellert, Hellwich, Kustner and 
Kastner referred to Regula Falsi as the Fixed Point Method, referred to the secant method 
as the Method of False Position, and referred to the Modified Regula Falsi method as the 
secant method. The following year, in 1978, Atkinson [2] presented the Modified Regula 
Falsi method and called it Regula Falsi.37 
Moreover, references to the actual Rule of Double False Position became a part of the 
naming confusion. In 1978, Smeur [113] described the Rule of Double False Position, 
explained that it is called Regula Falsi or Rule of False, and stated that the rule is only 
correct for linear equations.38 In 1991, Hammerlin and Hoffman [65] stated that the Regula 
Falsi method was one step of the secant method and that the secant method was a result of 
iterating the Regula Falsi method. It seems to be implicit that they understood that the Rule 
of Double False Position (which they called Regula Falsi - the name originally introduced 
by Bienewitz) was used for linear equations, in turn, implying that the secant method was 
used for nonlinear equations and was iterated. 
37Atkinson presented this method as an improvement to the bisection mediod. 
38Smeur stated that this rule could be found in the 1537 Dutch book by G.V. Hoecke. Like Bienewitz, 
Hoecke and Smeur both use the term Regula Falsi to refer to the Rule of Double False Position. 
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We showed that the terms Regula Falsi and Rule of False Position have been used in-
terchangeably to describe the Regula Falsi method, the Modified Regula Falsi method, as 
well as the secant method. In addition, we presented some of the many inconsistencies in 
the naming of the Regula Falsi method, the Modified Regula Falsi method and even the 
secant method. To make sense of terms, we offer the following descriptions. A "false posi-
tion" is an initial approximation to the solution. "Regula Falsi" or "Rule of False Position" 
is any method that uses linear interpolation based on two false positions to obtain a new 
approximation to the solution. We must admit that in recent years, primary sources have 
been overlooked. As a result, contemporary usage is as follows. The Modified Regula Falsi 
method described in Chapter 1 is now what current mathematics texts and popular websites 
call the Regula Falsi method and it is presented in sections on bracketing methods since it 
is a natural extension of the method of bisection (which is a bracketing method). Further-
more, the Regula Falsi method described in Chapter 1 is ignored in current mathematical 
texts. However, today everyone calls the secant method the secant method. 
Chapter 3 
Extension of the 1-D Secant Method to 
We continue the historical development of the secant method with a discussion of how it 
was extended to an n-dimensional setting. In 1970, Ortega and Rheinboldt [91] described 
a general framework underlying the construction of a basic secant approximation which 
was built to present the theory introduced independently by Bittner [7] and Wolfe [127] in 
1959.39 In this chapter, we describe the linear interpolation and discretized Newton formu-
lations of the secant method in n dimensions (n-D) and give examples of each formulation. 
We present the general framework of Ortega and Rheinboldt and show that their iterative 
method is a secant method in the sense that the secant equation (1.9) is satisfied. In addition 
to discussing some properties of the generalized secant methods, we address the potential 
390rtega and Rheinboldt credit the modern generalization of the secant method to n-D to Heinrich and his 
unpublished lectures (circa 1955). 
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poor behavior of higher-dimensional secant methods. 
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3.1 General Position 
To aid in our discussion of n-D secant methods, we define the term general position that 
Ortega and Rheinboldt utilized (in §7.2 of [91]) to describe a concept previously used, 
but not formally defined, by Bittner [7]. This definition is followed by a corresponding 
proposition that enlightens us with respect to the significance of points being in general 
position. First, we introduce some notation. The iih component of the point x E JR71 is 
denoted 
(x)i for i = l,...,n. 
In the case where we are interested in m points at the kih iteration, we denote them as 
Definition 3.1.1. Any n + 1 points xo,...,xn in Mn are said to be in general position if 
the points XQ — Xk, for k = 1 , . . . , n, are linearly independent. 
Proposition 3.1.2. Let x0,..., xn be any n + 1 points in M1. Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(a) xo,...,xn are in general position. 
(b) For any k, 0 < k < n, the points Xk — xm, m = 0 , . . . , n, k ^ m, are linearly 
independent. 
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(c) The (ra + 1) x (n + 1) matrix, (e, XT), where eT = ( 1 , . . . , 1) andX = (x0,..., xn) 
is nonsingular. 
(d) For any y € Iff1, there exist scalars ao,... ,an with X)m=o am = 1 sucn that y = 
Znm=o<*mXm. 
For a proof, see Ortega and Rheinbodlt [91]. The geometric interpretation of general posi-
tion given by Ortega and Rheinboldt [91] is that the points x0,..., xn are in general position 
if they do not lie in an affine subspace of dimension less than n. For example, for n = 2, 
the points x0, x\, x2 are in general position if they are not colinear, that is, if they do not lie 
on a line in 2R2. 
3.2 Linear Interpolation Methods 
The secant method in n-D is used to approximate the solution of F(x) = 0 for F : M1 —> 
1EV1. Recall that a function L : HV1 —• .R™ is called an affine function if it is a translate of a 
linear function, i.e., if it has the form 
L(x) = Bx + a VxelR71 (3.1) 
where B e iR"xn and a € ffl1. The 1-D secant method can be generalized to higher 
dimensions using the linear interpolation idea. In this formulation, the function F is ap-
proximated by the affine function (3.1) that interpolates F at the n + 1 given points, i.e., 
L(xk) = F(xk) for k = 0 , . . . , n. Then, the linear system, L(xk) = 0, is solved to obtain 
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3.2.1 The Ortega and Rheinboldt General Framework 
In this section, we describe how the 1-D secant method may be generalized to n-D using 
the linear interpolation idea. We follow, in a direct manner, Ortega and Rheinboldt's pre-
sentation on page 192 of [91].41 Begin with n + 1 points, x0,...,xn, and the corresponding 
F(x0),..., F(xn). Solve the linear system with n right-hand sides 
1 (so)i (x0)2 ••• (xo)n 
1 (Xi)i (Xi)2 . . . (Xi)n 
1 (xn)l {Xn)l ••• {Xn)n 
to obtain B e Mnxn and a e Mn that satisfy 
Bxk + a = F(xk), for k = 0, ...,n. (3.3) 
Using (3.1) and (3.3), clearly we can see that the conditions 
L(xk) — Bxk + a = F(xk) for k = 0 , 1 , . . . , n 
imply 
B(xk - xk-i) = F(xk) - F(xk-i) for k=l,...,n. (3.4) 
Next, solve for x in 
Bx + a = 0, (3.5) 
40According to Ortega and Rheinboldt, the idea of replacing the function by a linear interpolating function 
to extend the 1-D secant method to higher dimensions dates back to Gauss [50], [51] in the 2-D case. 
41In 1959, Bittner [7] presented a description of the (n + l)-point method. 
d\ ... an 
BT 
F(x0)i . •. F(x0)n 
F(xn)i . . . F(xn)n 
(3.2) 
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that is, solve for x in the linear system 
L(x) = 0. (3.6) 
If the x0,. • •, xn are in general position, then the affine function (3.1) is unique. If the 
F(x0),..., F{xn) are in general position, then B is invertible. Accordingly, the solution to 
the linear system (3.6) is well-defined and this point 
x
s
 = -B~xa (3.7) 
is what Ortega and Rheinboldt call a basic secant approximation with respect to xo, • • •, xn. 
From (3.3), we can write the iteration 
£fc+i = —B^ Q>k 
= B;\Bkxk-F(xk)) 
= xk-B^F(xk) (3.8) 
from which a basic secant approximation is obtained. From (3.4), we see that B not only 
satisfies the secant equation, but it also satisfies the previous n secant equations. 
It turns out that there is no need to compute the interpolating function (3.1) explicitly. 
In the next section, we outline an alternative formulation which shows that a basic approxi-
mation (3.7) can be obtained by solving one linear system, namely (3.9), instead of solving 
for a and B in (3.2), and then solving for x in (3.5) as described above. 
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3.2.2 Wolfe's Method 
In 1959, Wolfe [127] suggested and implemented an interpolation formulation of the (n + 
1)-point secant method for simultaneous nonlinear equations that he viewed as a gener-
alization of the 1-D secant method to n-D. We present Wolfe's method in the context of 
Ortega and Rheinboldt's general framework and show that Wolfe's basic secant approxi-
mation is clearly the same as the Ortega-Rheinboldt basic secant approximation (3.7). 
Begin with n + 1 points, xo,. • •, xn, and the corresponding F(x0),..., F(xn); each of 
the two sets in general position. Solve the (n + 1) x (n + 1) linear system 
1 
F(x0) F(Xl) ... F(xn) 
(*) = 
0 
(3.9) 
for z = (ZQ, ..., zn)T which is the unique solution since the F(xk) are in general position. 
Note that 0 in the right-hand side of (3.9) is viewed in ]Rn. Using (3.3), we can write 
n 
0 = ^2zkF(xk) 
k=0 
n 
= ^2zk(Bxk + a) 
= B
 S ZkXk I + °-
vfc=0 
Since xs is the unique solution of Bx + a = 0, the point that Wolfe calls a basic secant 
approximation satisfies 
n 
,.s =£• x"  >
 tzkx, 
fe=0 
(3.10) 
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and is clearly the same as the Ortega-Rheinboldt basic secant approximation (3.7). 
Observe that in Wolfe's interpolation method, a basic secant approximation is obtained 
by solving only one linear system of equations - namely (3.9). This is followed by the 
calculation of the linear combination of the vectors x0,..., xn by means of (3.10).42 
However, the (n +1)-point method can fail due to the loss of general positioning of the 
Xj. We elaborate on this point in §3.4 and §3.5 and then discuss the convergence properties 
of the (n + l)-point method and other generalized secant methods in §3.4.1. 
3.3 Discretized Newton Methods 
The 1-D secant method can equivalently be generalized to higher dimensions as a dis-
cretized Newton method instead of using the linear interpolation idea. Recall that to obtain 
the 1-D secant method 
XM = Xt
~fM -/(**->)1{xt)' 
the derivative f(xk) in the 1-D Newton iteration (1.1) can be replaced with the difference 
quotient (1.2). 
In the n-D discretized Newton formulation, to avoid explicitly computing the derivative, 
F'(xk), in the n-D Newton iteration 
xk+1 = xk- F'ix^Fixk), (3.11) 
42At each iteration, Wolfe replaced the Xj for which F(XJ)TF(XJ) is maximal. 
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the Jacobian F'(xk) is replaced with the matrix of difference quotients, J(xk, Hk): 
J(xk, Hk) = (F(xk + Hkei) - F(xk),..., F(xk + Hken) - F(xk))H^ (3.12) 
that approximates the Jacobian, F'(xk). Clearly, the matrix of difference quotients (3.12) 
is the n-D counterpart to the 1-D difference quotient (1.2) which can be written as 
/(gfc) ~ /(sfc-i) 
h(xk) 
where we write hk = xk — xk_i, to make the comparison more evident. In (3.12), e* for 
1 < i < n represent the natural basis vectors for EJ1 and the matrix H at the Mi iteration 
Hk = (xk,i - xkfi,..., xk<n - xk>0) = (hkti,..., ftfc,„) for hk>i e Rn (3.13) 
is constructed from chosen auxiliary points, {xkri,..., xk,n}. Substituting the matrix of 
difference quotients (3.12) for F'{xk) in the n-D Newton iterations (3.11) yields the n-D 
discretized Newton iteration 
Xk+i = xk- J(xk, H^Ffa) (3.14) 
for A; = 0 ,1 , . . . , from which a basic secant approximation is obtained: different choices 
of the auxiliary points determine different iterative methods. In the upcoming sections, 
we present examples of n-D discretized Newton methods, for example, (n + l)-point and 
2-point methods. 
3.3.1 (n + 1)-point Secant Method 
In this section, we outline how the discretized Newton formulation of the (n + 1)-point 
secant method is used to obtain a secant approximation. We follow Ortega and Rhein-
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boldt's presentation on page 194 of [91]. Begin with x0,... ,xn and the corresponding 
F(x0),..., F(xn); each of the two sets in general position. Use the n-D discretized New-
ton iteration (3.14) where the auxiliary points used to construct the H matrix are chosen 
to be any n points from the set of previously computed iterates x0,... ,xk where k > n. 
Since F(xkti) = F(xkfi + Hei), it follows from (3.4) and (3.12) that 
BkHk = (F(xkfi + Hkei) - F(xkt0),...,F(xkfi + Hken) - F(xkfi)) 
= {F(xkfi + hk>1) - F(xkfi),..., F(xkfi + hkin) - F(xkfi)) 
= (F(xkil) - F(xki0),..., F(xk,n) - F(xkfi)). (3.15) 
Due to the general position of the Xj, we know H is nonsingular. It follows from (3.12) 
and (3.15) that Bk = J(xk, Hk). Accordingly, since the F{XJ) are in general position, the 
matrix of difference quotients, J(xk, Hk), is nonsingular. Also, observe that the matrix of 
difference quotients (3.12) satisfies the secant equation (1.9) because when we replace sk 
in the secant equation with Hk and recall Bk — J{xk, Hk), then, it follows directly that 
J(xk, Hk)Hk = (F{xk + ffrei) - F(xk),..., F(xk + Hken) - F{xk))H^Hk 
= (F(xk + Hkd) - F(xk),...,F(xk + Hken) - F(xk)). 
Using (3.8) and the fact that Bk = J(xk, Hk),wc can write the iteration (3.14) from which a 
basic secant approximation is obtained. Clearly, this iteration reduces to the secant method 
in 1-D. 
In the discretized Newton method described above, as in Wolfe's interpolation method 
described in §3.2.2, a basic secant approximation is obtained by solving only one linear 
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system of equations followed by the calculation of a linear combination of the vectors 
XQ , . . . , Xn. 
3.3.1.1 Sequential (n + 1)-point Secant Method 
In the sequential (n+ l)-point secant method, the n-D discretized Newton iteration (3.14) is 
used, and the auxiliary points that construct the H matrix are not just any n points from the 
set of most recently computed iterates, but specifically the n previously computed iterates: 
\*£fc—lj • • • j •Ek—nj' 
3.3.2 Sequential 2-point Secant Method 
In the sequential 2-point secant method, the n-D discretized Newton iteration (3.14) is used 
and the auxiliary points that construct the H matrix depend on the two most recently com-
puted iterates. Various authors explored 2-point secant methods. For example, Korganoff 
[76], in 1961, worked with a sequential 2-point method that uses the auxiliary points given 
by 
Xk,j = xkfi + (xfc_ij - xkj)ej for j = 1 , . . . , n. (3.16) 
Clearly, hj = {xk-ij — Xk,j)ej for j = 0 , . . . , n which demonstrates that the iteration 
(3.14) with the auxiliary points (3.16) reduces to the secant method in 1-D. 
Ortega and Rheinboldt discuss another example of a sequential 2-point method that 
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uses the auxiliary points given by 
3 
xk,j = xk>0 + ^2(xk-i,i - Xk,i)ei for j = 1 , . . . , n. (3.17) 
3.4 Properties of (n + 1)- and 2-point Secant Methods 
In general, secant methods require n + 1 function evaluations at each step - namely at the 
points xk>0, £fc,i, • • •, Xk,n- In particular, this is true for the 2-point method that uses the 
auxiliary points (3.16). However, in certain cases, the particular choice of the auxiliary 
points may permit fewer function evaluations, for example, the sequential 2-point method 
that uses the auxiliary points (3.17). In this case, xn = xk-i and since F(xk-i) is available 
from the previous stage, only n new function evaluations are required. However, the (n+1)-
point method requires an even fewer number of function evaluations than either of these 
2-point methods. 
At the first step of the sequential (n + 1)-point secant method, we have xQ,...,xn 
and calculate F(x0), ••-, F(xn). At subsequent steps, F(xk-i),..., F(xk-n) are already 
available, thus the sequential (n +1)-point secant method requires the computation of only 
one new function evaluation per step - namely, F(xk). While this requirement of only 
one function evaluation per step is attractive, it comes at the cost of storing n + 1 points 
and their corresponding function values at each step. Another disadvantage is that the 
(n + l)-point method is prone to unstable behavior. For example, the sequential (n + 1)-
point secant method can fail due to the fact that the points xk — xm, for k ^ m, that are 
in general position become numerically dependent, that is, they approximately lose their 
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general positioning (and, in particular, this is the case in higher dimensions).43 This is not 
the case for the 2-point methods. However, there are other reasons why 2-points methods 
were not pursued; this is discussed in the next section. 
3.4.1 Convergence Properties of Generalized Secant Methods 
In 1959, Wolfe [127] stated that his (n + 1)-point method exhibited golden mean conver-
gence for a variety of 2-D problems that he solved.44 Even though Wolfe did not provide 
convergence analysis, he believed his method to have the golden mean convergence that 
Jeeves [74] had demonstrated for the secant method in 1-D. We discuss the convergence 
theory later in this section. 
For the remainder of our discussion of convergence behavior, we make the following 
assumptions for the nonlinear equation problem F(x) = 0 with F : IRP1 —> Mn: 
(a) There exists x* such that F(x*) = 0. (3.18) 
(b) F is continuously differentiable in an open convex set D contatining x*. (3.19) 
(c) F' (x*) is nonsingular. (3.20) 
We also include the following restatement of a definition given by Ortega and Rheinbodlt 
[91] as it will be relevant in the upcoming discussion. 
430rtega and Rheinboldt [91] present a 2-D example for which the (n + l)-point method fails. 
^Wolfe wrote a FORTRAN II program to test his procedure. He stated that for his 2-D example problems, 
only one of which he included in his 1959 paper, the error at a given step is proportional to the product of the 
errors at the two previous steps leading to a convergence order of | (V5 + 1). 
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Definition 3.4.1. For given a > 0 and H given by (3.13), set 
K(a) = <H eMnxn | hi^0,i = l,...,n; 
Then a collection of matrices Q € Hnxn is said to be uniformly nonsingular ifQ C K(a) 
for some a > 0. 
Remark 3.4.2. All matrices in K(o) are nonsingular. 
In 1959, Bittner [7], under the basic assumptions (3.18) - (3.20), and the further as-
sumption that a > 0 is chosen so that K(a) given by (3.21) is not empty, was the first to 
state that the convergence of the (n + 1)-point secant method is superlinear. 
In 1964, Tornheim [120] proved that if F satisfies the same conditions that Bittner 
assumed, and additionally, F' satisfies the Lipschitz condition 
\\F'(x)-F'(x*)\\<j\\x-x*\\ V xeD and 7 > 0, (3.22) 
where D is an open convex set containing x*, then the order of convergence of the sequen-
tial (n + l)-point secant method is at least the value of the largest root of rn+1 — rn — 1 = 0 
where n is the dimension of the space we are working in.45 This means that at least golden 
mean convergence is achieved for n = 1. Observe that as n increases, the value of the 
largest root decreases. 
Tornheim [120] studied Wolfe's 2-D example and stated that it complied with his con-
vergence theory. Thus, Wolfe's claim that golden mean convergence is achieved is con-
sistent with Tornheim's theory. While the order of convergence for n = 2 should be at 
45This result was also proved shortly after this by Barnes [4] in 1965 and Robinson [103] in 1966. 
det llfcl 
K 
\h„ >A (3.21) 
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least 1.45, according to Tornheim's theory, Wolfe said it was golden mean. However, we 
believe it is difficult to really ascertain the difference between whether it was 1.45 or 1.62 
in Wolfe's example. 
In 1961, Schmidt [104] was the first to state that the convergence of the sequential 2-
point secant method is superlinear. He showed that this is true when the sequential 2-point 
secant method is used to solve nonlinear equations in Banach spaces. In 1963, he concluded 
[105] that in addition, if F' additionally satisfies the Lipschitz condition (3.22), then the se-
quential 2-point secant method is guaranteed to achieve golden mean convergence. Unlike 
the sequential (n + l)-point secant method, this is true for any n. 
3.5 Remarks 
The 1-D secant method does not suffer from bad conditioning. Nonetheless, we showed, 
in this chapter, how its generalization to higher dimensions can become less effective. For 
example, in the (n + l)-point methods that we described, as the dimension increases, the 
vectors XQ — Xk for k = 1 , . . . , n that are in general position effectively lose general posi-
tion, i.e., they become effectively numerically linearly dependent. As a result, the system 
we need to solve becomes ill-conditioned which makes it difficult to solve. Consequently, 
the algorithm becomes numerically unstable due to solving nearly singular systems. Fur-
thermore, there was no serious implementation work on the 2-point methods. Therefore, 
it is in our considered opinion that for these reasons, historically, these methods have not 
been pursued. In addition, new exciting secant methods were being introduced that are nu-
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merically effective in higher dimensions. These methods are the topic of the next chapter. 
Chapter 4 
Development of Secant Methods 
In 1959, Davidon [30] introduced a new method for minimization using the secant idea 
and in 1965, Broyden [12] presented a new method for solving systems of equations using 
the secant idea. These iterative methods were unlike any others in use at the time due 
to the novel procedures used to approximate the Jacobian [36]. The work of Davidon, 
Broyden, as well as Fletcher and Powell, marks the birth of a new class of secant methods: 
these methods being the topic of this chapter. We explain how these methods have also 
been referred to by some as quasi-Newton or variable-metric methods but eventually the 
naming convention was to call them secant methods. The evolution of secant methods 
is traced from the perspective of solving nonlinear equations, unconstrained, and equality 
constrained optimization problems. We detail the development of the BFGS secant method 
and discuss the contributions of its developers. Throughout the chapter, concepts that aid 
in our understanding and appreciation of the methods are included. 
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4.1 Nonlinear Equations 
Consider the nonlinear equations problem: 
Given F : Rn -> Rn (4.1) 
find x* e Rn such that F(x*) = 0. 
By a secant method for the nonlinear equations problem (4.1), we mean the iterative pro-
cedure (1.6) where the nonsingular matrix Bk is updated at each iteration and the update 
satisfies the secant equation (1.10). From this point on, we drop the iteration index k, when 
no confusion can occur, and adopt the notation x+ to represent Xk+u B+ to represent the 
Bk+i update, and so forth.46 
If we substitute the general formula for a rank-one update 
B+ = B + uvT (4.2) 
where u, v € M1, into the secant equation (1.10), we obtain 
y = B+s 
= (B + uvT)s 
= Bs + uvTs. 
From this, we get 
y-Bs 
u= —T— 
V1 S 
"^This notation is due to Davidon [30]. 
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which when substituted into the rank-one update formula (4.2) yields 
V1 S 
for any v € lRn as long as vTs ^ 0. This formula represents the class of rank-one updates 
that satisfy the secant equation. In upcoming sections, we present some choices of v that 
yield popular rank-one update methods. 
It is important to mention here that updates can also be viewed from an inverse point 
of view, that is, instead of updating B we can let H = B~x and update H where H+ must 
satisfy the inverse secant equation 
H+y = s. (4.4) 
In the literature, B+ is often referred to as a direct update and H+ as an inverse update. 
It follows directly, that we can rewrite the class of rank-one direct updates (4.3) as the 
rank-one inverse update class 
H+ = H+is-Xy)(F (4.5) 
dFy 
where update (4.3) and update (4.5) are inverses if d = HTv. This forces the question of 
why it would be of any interest to perform inverse updating instead of direct updating, the 
subject of the next section. 
4.1.1 Inverse versus Direct Updating 
We take a moment to mention the motivation behind performing inverse updating instead of 
direct updating. The computational cost of direct updating, when used in the secant method 
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is 0(n3). The 0(n3) work can be explained by the need to solve a linear n x n system at 
each iteration. In an effort to reduce the computational cost to 0(n2), inverse updating was 
pursued. In this case, the inverse matrix itself is updated at each iteration. Consequently, at 
each iteration, all that is required to solve the linear nxn system for the search direction is 
taking the product of a matrix and a vector which reduces the computational cost to 0(n2). 
One of the researchers who spent considerable effort in the early days working on com-
putational optimization problems was Walter Murray. In private communication (March 
30,2006), Murray stated that "the generally held view at the Math Division of the National 
Physical Laboratory (NPL) [when he worked there in the late 60s and early 70s] was that 
there was never any need to use an inverse." This resulted in an interest to research methods 
that update the factors of B allowing one to use direct updating in 0(n2) work. We present 
one updating matrix factorization method in §6.3 and we refer the interested reader to Gill, 
Murray and Wright [58] to learn more about updating matrix factorization methods. 
4.1.2 Good Broyden 
In 1965, Broyden [12] presented two new methods for approximating Jacobian matrices 
which were intended for use to solve the nonlinear equations problem (4.1). These methods 
have subsequently been referred to as Good Broyden and Bad Broyden as a result of their 
good and bad numerical properties respectively. 
Let v = s in the general rank-one update class (4.3), with s ^ 0, to obtain Broyden's 
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rank-one update formula 
B+ = B+(JL^K (4>6) 
for square, non-singular B, which is often called good Broyden. If one knows B~x, a 
straightforward application of the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula to the good Broy-
den update (4.6) yields the formulation of Broyden's method expressed as 
B ^ B - . + ^ - y - 1 (4.7, 
^ s1 B~xy 
which is equivalent to (4.6). This formulation produces values of B+l which allows us to 
update B'1 instead of B, but makes it difficult to detect ill-conditioning in B+. In addition, 
it is possible for the denominator in (4.7) to become zero. 
The good Broyden update does not preserve symmetry and positive-definiteness: that 
is, even if B is symmetric, B+ will not be unless y — Bs is a multiple of s [38]. Even 
though the good Broyden update was not designed to preserve symmetry, we will see later, 
when we consider optimization, that it is desirable for an update to possess this property 
since the Hessian is symmetric. 
4.1.3 Bad Broyden 
In an attempt to generate values of B+1 directly instead of applying the Sherman-Morrison-
Woodbury formula to the good Broyden update, Broyden interchanged B with B~x and s 
with y in the good Broyden update (4.6) to get his second update formula 
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often called bad Broyden. The bad Broyden update is attractive as it produces values of 
5+1 directly. In addition, this formulation circumvents the problem of a zero denominator 
which could possibly occur in formulation (4.7). However, in practice, the bad Broyden 
update has been considerably less successful than the good Broyden update [38], hence the 
use of the terminology good and bad. 
4.1.4 Symmetric Rank One (SRI) 
If we let v — y — Bs in the general rank-one update class (4.3), then we obtain the sym-
metric rank-one (SRI) update 
{y - Bs)Ts 
that Davidon presented in the Appendix of his 1959 paper [30]. While there is no conver-
gence theory, SRI works well often, but not always. One drawback of SRI updating is that 
there is no guarantee that (y—Bs)Ts ^ 0, which would then cause the denominator in (4.8) 
to vanish. However, if (y — Bs)Ts ^ 0, then the SRI update satisfies the secant equation 
and maintains the symmetry of the matrix but it does not guarantee that the updated matrix 
maintains positive-definiteness - a quality that we will see is desired in some applications. 
4.1.5 Powell Symmetric Broyden (PSB) 
In 1970, Powell [96], in an attempt to derive a symmetric secant update for solving sym-
metric systems, introduced the method of iterated projections, and used it to symmetrize the 
good Broyden update (4.6). We only briefly describe Powell's application of his method 
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of iterated projections to good Broyden because this topic is revisited in more detail in 
Chapter 7. 
Powell began with the good Broyden rank-one update (4.6) which satisfies the secant 
equation but, in general, is not symmetric. To symmetrize B+, Powell considered 
c + = a t + B j ( 4 9 ) 
Recall the Frobenius norm: 
I M I F = E 4 = t r a c e d ) . (4.10) 
Powell's construction of C+ (4.9) from B+ can be viewed as making the Frobenius norm 
projection of B+ onto the subspace of symmetric matrices. At this point, the update (4.9) 
is symmetric but no longer satisfies the secant equation so Powell continued this process of 
iterated projections to generate the infinite sequence of updated matrices {Ck} where 
(y-Cks)sT 
Bk+x = Ck + 
sTs 
Ck+1 = Bk+1+2B^ * = 1 , 2 , . . . 
The limit of the sequence {Ck} is the rank-two update 
p , (y - Bs)sT + s{y - Bs)T sT(y-Bs)ssT 
B+ = B + IT, (M? ( 4 > 1 1 ) 
which is referred to as the Powell Symmetric Broyden (PSB) update [38].47 Like the SRI 
method, the PSB method does not guarantee that the updated matrix maintains positive-
definiteness. However, the PSB method does not fail in the same way as the SRI method, 
yet in practice, the PSB method is not numerically effective. 
47Powell stated that this limit was the result of straightforward algebra but did not include a formal proof 
of how he obtained this limit. 
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While, Powell [96], in 1970, introduced the process of iterated projections and applied 
it to Broyden's rank-one update, it was Dennis [33] who, in 1972, applied Powell's method 
of iterated projections to the rank-one inverse update class (4.5) to develop what we refer 
to as the Dennis class: 
(8- Hy)<f + d(s - Hyf yT(s - Hy)dcF 
H+ = H + dT-y ^ y <4-12> 
also written in the form of a direct update class: 
(y - Bs)vT + v(y - Bs)T sT(y - Bs)vvT 
±f+ = tf-\ - . (4.13) 
v1 s (vl s)z 
Following Dennis and Walker [39], we call v in the Dennis direct update class (4.13) the 
scale of the update formula. The Dennis class has not received much attention in the liter-
ature, nor has it been credited to John Dennis. In Chapter 7, we examine the Dennis class 
in more detail and discuss the different choices of v that yield well-known updates since 
most of the well-known secant updates are members of the Dennis class. In addition, since 
Dennis did not construct a proof of how he used Powell's method of iterated projections to 
derive the Dennis class, we construct one in §7.1.1. 
4.1.6 Least Change Problem 
We take a moment to present the property of least change. This idea, as we explain in 
§4.2.2.4, is due to Greenstadt [62]. We mention the least change property briefly here 
because many of the successful updates satisfy this property even though this concept is not 
what motivated the development of updating methods (with the exception of one instance 
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of the update presented in §4.2.2.4). 
The least change secant update strategy determines the best choice of available approx-
imating matrices that preserves information gained from prior iterations by minimizing 
some reasonable measure of the change to the current approximation of the Jacobian ma-
trix subject to the new approximation satisfying the secant equation. We call, for a given 
matrix norm, the constrained minimization problem 
min || B+ - B\\ subject to B+s = y, (4.14) 
the least change problem, and we call B+ determined according to this criterion a least-
change secant update of B. One norm which is useful in the least change problem (4.14) is 
the Frobenius norm (4.10). Another useful norm is the the weighted Frobenius norm (4.31) 
which we discuss in §4.2.3. 
Seemingly, the unique solution to the least change problem in the Frobenius norm 
min \\B+ - B\\F subject to B+s = y, (4.15) 
B+ 
should yield a quite suitable update formula to use in solving the nonlinear equation prob-
lem (1.4) when the Jacobian has no special structure which B should possess. In 1977, 
Dennis, and More [36], presented a proof of how the good Broyden rank-one update (4.6) 
is a least change update to B.48 Accordingly, the bad Broyden update is a least change 
secant update of S _ 1 , i.e., it is the solution to the constrained minimization problem 
min H-B+1 - B~l \\F subject to B+*y = s. 
B+1 
48In private communication (February, 11,2009) John Dennis explained that "Jorge (Mor6) was responsible 
for the elegant short proof that Broyden's method is a least change method." 
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Furthermore, Dennis, and More [36] state that the PSB update (4.11) is a least change sym-
metric secant update of B, i.e., it is the unique solution to the constrained minimization 
problem (4.15) with the added constraint that B+ be symmetric. In the upcoming sections, 
we discuss more secant updates that are solutions to the least change problem in the Frobe-
nius norm or the weighted Frobenius norm (4.31). While it is interesting that many of 
the successful updates are least change updates, satisfying the least change property is not 
enough to qualify an update as good. We now return to our study of the development of 
secant methods. 
4.2 Unconstrained Optimization 
Consider the unconstrained minimization problem 
min/(a;) (4.16) 
X 
where / : JRJ1 —• M is twice differentiable. We may solve the minimization problem (4.16) 
by viewing it as a nonlinear equation problem where the nonlinear equation is obtained by 
setting V/(:c) = 0. By a secant method for the optimization problem (4.16), we mean 
the iterative procedure (1.7) applied to the nonlinear equation problem Vf(x) = 0 where 
the nonsingular matrix B is updated at each iteration, for example, using updates obtained 
from different choices of v in the Dennis class of updates (4.13). In §4.2.3 and §7.1, we 
discuss choices of scale v that yield popular updates. 
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4.2.1 Davidon, Fletcher and Powell (DFP) 
In 1959, Davidon [30] introduced a new method for minimizing nonlinear functions using 
the secant idea [62]. Davidon's idea for updating H marked the emergence of a class of 
secant methods in optimization which Davidon called variable-metric methods. At that 
time, Davidon used the term variable-metric because he viewed his method as Steepest 
Descent in a weighted inner product, i.e., in a varying metric. Others used the term quasi-
Newton to refer to methods in which the derivative (in Newton's method) is approximated. 
Today, most people call these updating methods secant methods. 
In 1963, Fletcher and Powell [47] simplified and reformulated the method that Davi-
don originally proposed in 1959. The modified method has become known as the DFP 
(Davidon, Fletcher and Powell) method. We briefly compare and contrast the differences 
between Davidon's original formulation and the DFP method. For starters, the manner 
in which the two algorithms were presented is very different. Davidon used a hunting 
metaphor to name the five parts of his algorithm49 and he described the iterative proce-
dure using symbols for memory locations rather than successive values of a variable; e.g., 
he wrote x + 3 —• x instead of Xk+i = xjt + 3. Fletcher and Powell's presentation read 
more like the standard straightforward technical paper without the use of Davidon's hunt-
ing metaphor, however, they described the method using Dirac bra-ket notation [40] .50 This 
49Davidon chose the hunting metaphor with 'tongue in cheek' as he expected his paper would be read 
mostly by his friends who knew he opposed killing for a sport. Davidon's use of this hunting metaphor was 
not well-received by the general public. 
50In the Dirac bra-ket notation notation applied to real vectors, the column vector [xi,xz,... ,xn]T is 
written as \x). The row vector with these same elements is denoted by (x\. The scalar product of (x| and \y) 
is written (x\y). It then follows, say for matrix H, that H\x) is a column vector, (x\H is a row vector and 
(x\H\y) is a scalar. 
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is interesting because this notation was not common in this field at the time. Aside from 
the difference in the aesthetic presentation, the underlying process of the DFP method was 
embedded in Davidon's original formulation. 
Fletcher and Powell presented their procedure which was intended for use to minimize 
a quadratic function. In their procedure, the initial inverse Hessian approximation could 
be chosen to be any symmetric, positive-definite matrix, but was conveniently chosen to 
be the identity matrix. In contrast, Davidon chose his initial approximation to be any sym-
metric positive semi-definite matrix and did not intend for bis method to be used only with 
quadratic functions. As a result, Davidon included options at each iteration to improve the 
speed of convergence of his algorithm for nonquadratic functions. These options are the 
key differences between Davidon's original formulation and the DFP method. In the DFP 
method, the search directions are conjugate at each step. We elaborate on the concept of 
conjugacy in §5.1. When determining in which direction the step should be taken, Davidon 
compares the improvement expected by taking a step in a conjugate direction to that which 
is made by taking a step made by cubic interpolation - the better of the two options is used. 
The purpose for allowing for this option was to improve the speed of convergence when the 
function is not quadratic. However, the fact that the minimizer is often being sought along 
more than one direction in a single iteration makes Davidon's algorithm more complicated. 
Fletcher and Powell point out that Davidon utilized an unsatisfactory procedure for 
terminating his process which, in some instances, resulted in a poor inverse Hessian esti-
mation which in turn forced the procedure to make slow progress, consequently causing 
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the procedure to not converge in n iterations or causing H to not always converge to the 
inverse Hessian even for quadratics. Fletcher and Powell omitted Davidon's options and 
explained two obvious and useful ways of terminating the procedure. One was to stop when 
the predicted absolute distance from the minimum is less than a prescribed amount and the 
other was to finish when every component of the search direction is less than a prescribed 
accuracy. In addition, they introduced two safeguards. The first was to perform at least 
n (the number of variables) iterations, and the second was to test to make sure that all of 
the search directions were conjugate. Finally, Fletcher and Powell provided a theoretical 
basis justifying the manner in which H was modified. They proved that for a strictly con-
vex quadratic function the procedure terminates in at most n iterations and the sequence 
of inverse Hessian approximations converges to the inverse Hessian matrix evaluated at the 
minimizer. They also proved that H+ remains positive definite. 
In the DFP method, the iteration (1.7) is utilized and the initial inverse Hessian approx-
imation can be chosen to be any positive-definite symmetric matrix. At each iteration, H 
is updated using the formula 
H+ = H-!%!L+S-f. (4.17) 
yrHy sTy 
We can instead update B using the DFP direct update formula which is most commonly 
written in what is called the product form51 
V vs) \ y sJ Vs 
51Greenstadt [63] explained that while at the University of Dundee in 1971, he thought of the possibility 
of using product updates of die form H+ = (I + D)TH{I + D) for inverse Hessians. This appears to be the 
advent of the product form. 
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The DFP method, generates symmetric updates that not only satisfy the secant equation, 
but are also positive-definite under mild conditions. 
4.2.1.1 Conditioning Problem 
As noted by Bard [3], Broyden [14], and Pearson [94], among others, the DFP method 
produces updates which may have increasingly small eigenvalues. Moreover, the DFP 
method suffers numerically when the eigenvalues of the approximating matrices become 
too small. The numerical problem of the eigenvalues of successive updating matrices tend-
ing to zero, causing the updating matrices to approach singularity, is often referred to as 
the conditioning problem. 
4.2.1.2 Restarting 
In 1968, Bard [3] explained that the conditioning problem could lead to the failure of the 
algorithm or premature termination depending on the particular stopping criterion. Bard 
credits McCormick [79] for noting that restarting (also known as resetting or reinitializing) 
the matrix every now and then to a positive-definite matrix improved the method's perfor-
mance. That same year, Pearson [94] observed that restarting H may enable the method 
to behave better which in turn will aid in more effectively attaining the solution. As a re-
sult, a standard strategy to deal with the conditioning problem was to restart the iteration, 
generally after every n iterations, by setting H to a given positive-definite matrix, often the 
identity matrix [3], [14], [80]. Other remedies to deal with the conditioning problem of the 
DFP method led to the development of the BFGS secant method which is the focus of the 
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next section. 
4.2.2 Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb, Shanno (BFGS) 
In 1970, Broyden [15], Fletcher [45], Goldfarb [59], and Shanno [108] independently 
developed the BFGS (Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb, Shanno) rank-two secant update for-
mula.52 In the next four sections, we describe how each of the developers arrived at the 
BFGS update formula which, if used as a direct update, is most commonly written as 
BssTB wT B+ = B- -^— + ^r- (4.19) 
s1 Bs y1 s 
but can also be written as an inverse update in product form 
B + _ ( , _ * £ ) * * ( , _ « £ ) + £ . (4.20) 
The BFGS method not only produces symmetric positive-definite secant updates (as does 
the DFP method) but it also corrects the conditioning problem associated with the DFP 
method. 
4.2.2.1 Fletcher 
In 1970, Fletcher [45] made the interchange B <-> H and s *-> y in the DFP inverse 
secant update formula (4.17) to obtain the BFGS direct secant update formula (4.19). This 
interchange of variables, which makes the DFP and the BFGS updating formulas duals of 
52
 An interesting aside that Dave Shanno shared with me in private communication (September, 2006) was 
that he knows of a photograph that contains the four developers of the BFGS method and he thinks it is the 
only one. This photograph was taken June, 1981 outside the bar at Trinity Hall College, Cambridge. 
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each other, was a simple way to produce successive update matrices whose eigenvalues 
do not tend to zero. However, if the eigenvalues of the DFP updates are excessively small, 
then the interchange of variables may make the eigenvalues of the BFGS update excessively 
large: we address this issue in §6.5.3. For this reason, Fletcher (and others) mentioned the 
need to bound the updates from above and not just be concerned with their tendency to 
become singular. Fletcher mentioned that he had "heard very recently from C.G. Broyden 
in a private communication, that he has also come across this formula in a different way..." 
In the next section, we describe how Broyden [15] arrived at the BFGS update formula. 
4.2.2.2 Broyden 
In 1970, Broyden wrote a two-part paper [14], [15] while at the Computing Centre at the 
University of Essex. In Part 1 [14], he presented his class of updates (4.21) which is known 
as the Broyden class and is more commonly written as (4.37).53 We elaborate on this class 
in §4.2.5 but we present the original formulation of the Broyden class here as this is the 
formula Broyden used to obtain the BFGS inverse update formula. 
Broyden considered minimizing a quadratic function of the form 
F(x) = -xTAx -bTx + c 
where A is a symmetric, positive-definite matrix, b € !Rn and c € 1R. He presented his 
53Broyden [13] first posed his class of update formulae in 1967. While the BFGS update was implicit in 
this class, it was not identified as a member of this class until 1970. 
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class of updates using the following formula 
H+ = H- HywT + ptqT (4.21) 
where 
-Hf 
apT - f3yTH, 
WTH + ptpT, 
l + PyTHy 
pTy 
1 - ptpTy 
yTHy 
-pTAe 
pTAp 
e = x — x*, and A(e) = A(x — x*) = Ax — b (where x* is the solution and x is the current 
approximation), and (3 is an arbitrary scalar parameter. He analyzed this class of updates to 
determine how, for quadratic functions, the choice of /3 affects convergence.54 
Broyden knew that when /? = 0 in his class of updates (4.21), the DFP update was 
obtained. However, he wanted to find a value of f3 that would address the conditioning 
problem of the DFP method described in §4.2.1.1. To accomplish this, he first let B be 
the positive-definite matrix that satisfies the equation B2 = A, and defined z = Be and 
54Broyden investigated how the successive errors depend upon the initial choice of the iteration matrix, in 
particular, if it was the identity or a good approximation to the inverse Hessian. He obtained error bounds on 
||e* || for i = 1,2,... and was searching for a choice of (3 "with a view to the greatest possible reduction of 
the vector error norms." To learn more on Broyden's error analysis, see [14], [15], 
P 
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K = BHB, which he used to write 
t = 
zTKz 
zTK2z 
(4.22) 
He then showed that K is updated according to the equation 
* + 
-
= K + Q 
_ 
q 
U! 
I* 
t 
V
. 
^ 
Q+_ 
where 
u=l- qTKq 
t = -qTKq+ 
with uniquely determined orthonormal vectors q and q+, and arbitrary parameter rj that 
depends on (3. To simplify notation, he denoted zTKiz by 6j for j = 1,2,3, and 4, and 
rewrote (4.22) as 
u^t — 9\. (4.23) 
Next, he obtained rj = k(/3t292 — 1) where A; = (f4 — f2 ) and showed that, in general, r\ 
increases with (3. Then, he set r\ equal to zero and explained that this follows from (4.23) 
and that in order to achieve this, j3 must be chosen to satisfy (3tzTKz = 1 which becomes 
/3 = — j-57, and is equivalent to (3 = j ^ - . 5 5 Finally, by substituting this value of (3 into 
the update formula (4.21), Broyden obtained the BFGS inverse update (4.35) which he 
represented as 
H+ = H + 4^(PPPT ~ PVTH - HypT) pTy (4.24) 
55Broyden proved that this choice of /3 yielded die only member of his class of updates for which a certain 
matrix error norm is reduced strictly monotonically when minimizing quadratic functions. 
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where 
n ++yTHV P = t+ . 
pTy 
4.2.2.3 Shanno 
Also in 1970, Shanno [108] developed an update class of approximating matrices that he 
used to address the conditioning problem of the DFP method. Shanno considered the 
shifted inverse Hessian approximation matrix H given by 
T 
H = H + t^r- (4.25) 
s'y 
where t is a scaling parameter. By taking the composition of (4.25) and the SRI inverse 
update formula 
(s - Hy)(s - Hy)T 
H+~H+ {a-Hyfy 
he obtained the following class of rank-two matrices 
H+-H + tWl + [{i-t)s-HvYv (4-26) 
where different values of t yield different update formulae. Observe that the choice t = 0 
yields the SRI update formula and the choice t = 1 yields the DFP update formula. Shanno 
showed that all of the eigenvalues of H+ as defined by (4.26) increase monotonically with 
t In an effort to solve the conditioning problem by maximizing the smallest eigenvalue 
of H+, he was able to find a closed-form representation of H+ for t = oo. The following 
is a restatement of a theorem that shows how Shanno arrived at the BFGS inverse update 
formula. For the proof, see [108]. 
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Theorem 4.2.1. (Shanno, 1970) Let H+ be defined by (4.26). Then 
lim H+ = H+(j^M^zlJi^ + (r_ ,)MJL (4.27) 
t^oo (s — rHy)1 y y Hy 
where 
T 
s2y 
r = 
sTy + yTHy' 
If we rewrite (4.27) as an update formula, it represents the BFGS inverse update formula. 
Shanno [108] acknowledged that "the same representation for H+ has been derived by 
Goldfarb [59] from other considerations." In the next section, we discuss how Goldfarb 
independently arrived at the BFGS update formula. 
4.2.2.4 Goldfarb 
In 1970, Greenstadt [62] presented an optimization problem whose solution yields a sym-
metric inverse update formula that minimizes the change in inverse Hessian approximations 
in the weighted Frobenius norm (4.31).56 In an attempt to calculate the updated inverse 
Hessian approximation H+ from current inverse Hessian approximation H that limits the 
size of the difference E = H+ — H, Greenstadt's idea was to solve for the correction term 
E that minimizes the norm 
trace(WEWET) (4.28) 
subject to the conditions 
ET = E (4.29) 
56In 2000, Greenstadt [63] wrote an article on his recollections of the events surrounding the variable-
metric events and dedicated it to Davidon. 
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and 
Ey = s-Hy (4.30) 
where W is a positive-definite symmetric matrix.57 
The norm chosen by Greenstadt (4.28), is basically the weighted Frobenius norm 
\\E\\FiW=\\WEW\\F (4.31) 
for a symmetric nonsingular weighting matrix W. Condition (4.29) ensures that H+ will 
be symmetric as long as the initial inverse Hessian approximation H is chosen to be sym-
metric. Condition (4.30) ensures that H+ satisfies the secant equation (4.4). All of this 
considered, we credit Greenstadt for being the first to pose the concept of least change. 
Accordingly, H+ determined according to this criterion is a weighted least-change secant 
update of H. Greenstadt's solution to his constrained minimization problem is given by the 
formula 
syTW-1 + W-iytP - HyyTW~l - W~1yyTH - ^ig^W^yy^'1' 
Due to the freedom in the choice of W, different choices of W yield different update 
formulae for H+. 
Greenstadt presented two choices for the weighting matrix W: W = I and W = H'1. 
57Greenstadt [63] explained that in the course of a discussion he had with Robert Mertz (a colleague 
at IBM), as they were wondering why the Davidon method was so effective, Mertz said something like 
"There ought to be a way of finding a 'best' DFP method." Greenstadt interpreted 'best' to be the 'smallest' 
possible correction, to encourage stability. Greenstadt credits Mertz' suggestion (that he look for the "best" 
if-correction) as what started him on die 'least change' path. 
E = yTW-^y 
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The choice W = I yields the update formula 
H+ = H + 4 - {syT + ysT - HyyT - yyTH - -L [(yTs) - (yTHy)] yyT) . y2y I y2y J 
The choice W = H~x yields what has become known as the Greenstadt update formula 
H
* -
H+wm fr"+HysT ~ I1+(M)}HyyT"} <4-32> 
and can be represented in direct form by choosing v = Bs in the direct Dennis class (4.13). 
It was Goldfarb [59], a referee of Greenstadt's paper, who pointed out that another 
update (subsequently called the BFGS update) could be derived by using the weighting 
matrix W = H+1 in Greenstadt's formula (4.32).58 Goldfarb also showed the DFP update 
could be derived using the same process. 
In private communication (March 31, 2006), Donald Goldfarb stated that the entire 
Broyden class of updates, including the rank-one update, could be derived using Green-
stadt's formulas. It is of interest to note that both Goldfarb's and Greenstadt's articles 
appeared in the same volume of the Mathematics of Computation journal in 1970. 
4.2.3 Weighted Least Change Problem 
Recall that for / e C2, the Hessian matrix of / at x is symmetric. Furthermore, if the 
Hessian is invertible, then it is also positive-definite at a local minimizer.59 All of this 
considered, it seems advantageous to maintain as much of this structure as possible and to 
58Greenstadt [63] explained that he suggested to Goldfarb, "who made so many brilliant suggestions" that 
"he write his own paper and explain them." 
59This follows from the second-order necessary conditions. We know that if x* is a local minimizer of 
/ and V2/(x) is continuous in an open neighborhood of x*, then Vf(x*) = 0 and V2f(x*) is positive 
semi-definite. In the case that the Hessian is invertible, then we know V2/(x*) must be positive-definite. 
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use a least change secant update that incorporates these special properties into the approx-
imations. As we saw in the previous section, Greenstadt was not only the the first to pose 
the least change strategy but was the first to derive a weighted least change update as the 
solution to such a constrained optimization problem. So although both the DFP and the 
BFGS updates are symmetric weighted least change secant updates, only one construction 
of the BFGS update was derived this way. 
As we mentioned in §4.1.6, Dennis and More [36], in 1977, showed that the good 
Broyden, the bad Broyden and the PSB updates were least change updates. They also 
presented the following theorems describing how members of the Dennis class (4.13), for 
particular choices of scale v and weighting matrix W, are weighted least change secant 
updates. 
Theorem 4.2.2. Let B, W € iRnxn be symmetric, W nonsingular and let s,y G M1 be 
such that s ^ O and y ^ Bs. Then the unique solution to 
min ||B+ — B\\FW subject to B+s = y, and B+ symmetric (4.33) 
is the member of the Dennis direct update class (4.13) with v = W~2s. 
If W = I, then the solution to the optimization problem (4.33) is the PSB update which is 
obtained by setting v = sin the Dennis class (4.13). 
If B is positive definite and W = B~~*, then the solution to (4.33) is the Greenstadt update 
which is obtained by setting v = Bs in the Dennis class (4.13). 
If B is positive definite, W = B+ 2 and sTy > 0, then the unique solution to (4.33) is the 
DFP update which is positive definite and is obtained by setting v = y in the Dennis class 
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(4.13). 
Theorem 4.2.3. Let H,W G Mnxn be symmetric, W nonsingular, and let s,y e Rn be 
such that s ^ O and s ^ H y. Then the unique solution to 
min \\H+ — H\\F w subject to H+y = s, and H+ symmetric (4.34) 
H+ 
is the member of the Dennis inverse update class (4.12) with d = W~2y. 
_i 
If H is positive definite, W = H+ 2 and sTy > 0, then the unique solution to (4.34) is 
the BFGS update which is positive definite and is obtained by setting d = s in the Dennis 
inverse update class (4.12). 
4.2.4 Limited Memory BFGS (L-BFGS) 
Motivated by the desire to reduce storage and possibly improve the behavior of conjugate 
gradient (CG) methods, several algorithms that combine CG steps and quasi-Newton up-
dates were proposed. These methods originated with the work of Perry [95] and Shanno 
[110], and were subsequently developed and analyzed by Buckley [17], [18] and Nocedal 
[84], [85], among others. We choose to describe Nocedal's contributions as it was a method 
that Nocedal and Liu presented in 1989 which has become quite popular.60 
In 1978, Nocedal, in his Ph.D. thesis [84], proposed methods that were similar to Buck-
ley's. These methods utilized a form of the CG search direction for most iterations but 
^In the same year, Gilbert and Lemar6chal [55] presented an almost identical implementation of the L-
BFGS method. Nocedal and Liu explain that while their work for their paper was in progress in 1988, 
they became aware that Gilbert and Lemarechal were performing experiments similar to theirs. Gilbert and 
Lemarechal, in their paper, acknowledge the earlier works of Nocedal [85], as well as the work of Nocedal 
and Liu [87] and others. 
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periodically used the BFGS method. In private communication (November, 9,2008), Jorge 
Nocedal explained that it was "after finishing my thesis that I realized that we needed to 
get CG out of the way - it was just complicating things." Consequently, in 1980, Nocedal 
[85] was the first to introduce a method for reducing storage requirements using strictly the 
BFGS method. This method, which he called SQN (special quasi-Newton), was an adapta-
tion of the BFGS method to large problems that reduced the amount of storage required by 
the original BFGS method. In 1989, Nocedal and Liu [87] presented the final form of this 
method which is referred to as the limited memory BFGS (L-BFGS) method and which 
others have referred to as LMQN (limited memory quasi-Newton). 
In our discussion of the L-BFGS method, we use the product form (4.20) of the BFGS 
method which can be written as 
H+ = VTHV + pssT (4.35) 
where V = I — pysT and p = -4-j. Observe that H+ is obtained by updating H using what 
is often referred to as the correction pair (s, y). 
At the start of the L-BFGS method, the user provides an initial point x0 and a sparse 
symmetric positive-definite matrix to use as the initial inverse Hessian approximation H0. 
In addition, the user specifies a number £ which can represent the number of correction pairs 
that are to be kept. During the first £ iterations, the updates are generated using (4.35). That 
is, at the first step, we have 
Hx = V^H0Vo + p0s0s%. 
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At the second step, we have 
H2 = V?H1Vl + Pls1sl (4.36) 
= Vf [VfHoVo + pososl) Vi +
 Pos0sl 
= VfVfHoVoV! + PoVfsoslV! + / W o • 
Notice that instead of storing the full current inverse Hessian approximation, one stores the 
initial matrix H0 and the set of correction pairs separately which define H+ implicitly. 
For iterations greater than I, instead of keeping all of the s and y from the past iterations, 
one stores only the past I pairs of (s, y) and after each iteration, the set of pairs is refreshed, 
that is, the oldest pair is deleted and the newly generated pair is added. Hence, the t 
most recent correction pairs are always kept and the new inverse Hessian approximation 
is obtained using information from the £ previous iterations. Deleting a correction pair is 
equivalent to setting the oldest V = I and the oldest pssT — 0. For example, in our second 
step (4.36), we would set V0 = I and PQSOSQ = 0 to obtain 
H2 = V?HQVX + plSlsTx. 
Therefore, after the ^-th iteration, we have 
Hk+1 = (VZ,...V£_t)H0(Vk-t...Vk) 
+ pk_e(VkT... VkT_e)sk_esTk_e(Vk-e ...Ve) 
+ PkSksl-
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The L-BFGS method produces positive-definite matrices H+ that are defined implicitly. 
Furthermore, for strictly convex quadratic functions, the secant equation is satisfied in the 
past t directions. 
4.2.5 Broyden Class of Secant Updates 
In §4.2.2.2, we mentioned how Broyden [14], in 1967, presented the one-parameter family 
of rank-two secant updates that is referred to as the Broyden class. This class of formulae, 
which was originally presented in the somewhat different form (4.21), is more commonly 
written as 
*>-*-%£+$+*"» y yTs Bs sTBs y yTs Bs sTBs (4.37) 
with scalar parameter 9. The last term in the Broyden class of direct updates (4.37) is a rank-
one correction which decreases the eigenvalues of B+ when 9 is negative [61]. However, 
as 9 decreases , B+ eventually becomes singular and then indefinite. The degenerate value 
of 9 that causes B+ to be singular is 
ec = 
l - A * 
(4.38) 
where 
H = 
(yTB-ly)(sTBS) 
{yTsf 
For symmetric, positive-definite B, all direct updates that are members of the Broyden 
class (4.37) are symmetric positive-definite if 9 > 9C, and if sTy > 0. The following is 
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a restatement of a theorem Dixon [41] proved which describes a property of the Broyden 
class. 
Theorem 4.2.4. (Dixon, 1972J Let f be a differentiable function to be minimized. Consider 
any two members of the Broyden class (4.37) and assume each begins with the same initial 
point xo and the same initial inverse Hessian approximation Ho. Then, the successive 
iterates generated by these two members of the Broyden class are identical provided an 
exact line search (1.8) is used and the degenerate 9 value, 9C (4.38), is never used. 
This is quite a surprising and amazing result and it also serves as the underlying theory for 
proving a uniqueness property of the BFGS that we discuss in Chapter 6. The following 
are well-known choices of the parameter 9 in the Broyden class: 
DFP 9 = 1 
BFGS 9=0 
Convex Class 9 e [0,1] (4.39) 
Preconvex Class 9 e (9C,0). (4.40) 
The Broyden convex class (4.39), also known as the restricted class, consists of updates in 
the Broyden class (4.37) obtained by restricting 9 to [0,1]. Accordingly, both the DFP and 
the BFGS updates are members of this subset of the Broyden class of updates; the convex 
class. 
In 1970, Fletcher [45] noticed that other formulae could be generated by taking a linear 
combination of the DFP inverse update #+ F P (4.17) and the BFGS inverse update H%FGS 
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(4.20) of the following form 
H+ = (1 - 9)H»FP + OH*™3 (4.41) 
for any 9. Fletcher explained that this class of formulae is related directly to the Broyden 
class (4.21) based on the parameter (3, through the relationship 9 = j3sTy. Additionally, he 
pointed out the new result that (4.41) can be rearranged as 
H+ = &** + 9vvT (4.42) 
where 
Hy 
v= \/yTHy 
_sTy yTHy\ 
It follows directly from the duality of the BFGS and DFP methods and (4.42), that we can 
rewrite the Broyden class (4.37) as 
B+ = BlFGS + 9vvT (4.43) 
where 
Fletcher investigated what he calls the "convex class of formulae" which, as he explains, is 
a result of taking 0 as a convex combination of 0 and 1, i.e., taking (4.41) with 9 € [0,1]. 
Since any formula obtained from Fletcher's "convex class of formulae" is a member of 
what eventually became known as the Broyden convex class, we credit Fletcher with the 
identification of the Broyden convex class. 
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Zhang and Teawarson were aware that the BFGS method was considered the most 
effective update method from the Broyden class. In 1988, they [131] investigated updates 
in the Broyden class (4.37) that use negative values of 6 to determine if there was an update 
method more effective than the BFGS method. They referred to the set of updates obtained 
by restricting 6 to (6C, 0) as the preconvex class (4.40), thus we acknowledge Zhang and 
Tewarson for being the first to define the preconvex class. They suggested that updating 
formulae should not be confined only to the convex class because the preconvex class may 
contain more efficient methods in terms of function evaluations. Zhang and Tewarson 
studied methods that used a fixed negative value of 6 as well as methods that used a varying 
negative value of 6 that changes at each iteration and claimed that it seemed plausible 
that the "best" formula in Broyden's class should have a varying parameter. A number 
of formulae with varying parameters have been proposed. We mention examples of such 
formulae in §6.5.3 and we direct the interested reader to Zhang and Tewarson [131] for 
further detail. 
4.3 Equality Constrained Optimization 
Consider the equality constrained minimization problem 
min fix) (4.44) 
X6JR" V ' 
subject to g(x) = 0 
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where we assume / : M1 —*• M and g : Mn —• M"1 for (m < n) are twice continuously 
differentiable even though this is not always required. The Lagrangian function associated 
with problem (4.44) is the function 
l(x,X) = f(x) + \Tg(x), (4.45) 
where A G iRm is called the vector of Lagrange multipliers or simply the Lagrange mul-
tiplier. In an attempt to solve the first-order necessary conditions (Vl(x*, A*) = 0), we 
consider the following secant method. 
4.3.1 Successive Quadratic Programming (SQP) 
By a successive quadratic programming (SQP) quasi-Newton method for the constrained 
optimization problem (4.44), we mean the iterative process 
X+ — X + S 
\+ = A + AA (4.46) 
Bl+ = B(x,s,\+,Bl), 
where B is an update function and s and AA are respectively the solution and the multiplier 
vector associated with the solution of the quadratic programming problem 
min VJ(x, X)Ts + \sTBls (AM) 
X 
subject to Vg(x)Ts + g(x) — 0. 
In (4.47), Vxl(x, A) is the gradient (with respect to x) of the Lagrangian (4.45) evaluated 
at the current iterate (x, A), and Bl is intended to be an approximation to Vll(x, A), the 
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Hessian of the Lagrangian at (x, A). We denote by x*, a solution of the constrained mini-
mization problem (4.44) with associated multiplier vector A* satisfying Vxl(x*, A*) = 0. 
We call (4.46)-(4.47) an SQP Lagrangian secant method if the Lagrangian update of 
Bl satisfies the Lagrangian secant equation 
Bl+s = yh (4.48) 
where 
yi = VJ(x+, A+) - Vxl(x, A+) (4.49) 
and x,x+,s, and A+ are as in (4.46)-(4.47) [117]. Secant update formulas from uncon-
strained optimization, for example, those obtained from the Dennis class (4.13) can be 
used with the SQP secant method (4.46)-(4.47). Accordingly, the extension of the BFGS 
secant method (4.19) can be made from unconstrained optimization (problem (4.16)) to 
constrained optimization (problem (4.44)) by employing the SQP framework. The defi-
ciency of the SQP Lagrangian BFGS method is that V^/(x*, A*) is not guaranteed to be 
positive-definite under the standard assumptions: 
(i) f and g have second derivatives which are Lipschitz continuous (4.50) 
in an open neighborhood D of the local solution x* 
(ii) V2Z(a;*,A*) is nonsingular. (4.51) 
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It is well known that the second assumption (4.51) is equivalent to the two assumptions: 
(Hi) Vg(x*) has full rank 
(iv) S72l(x*,\*) is positive-definite on S(x*) = {q : Vg(x*)Tiq = 0,r}^ 0}. 
In unconstrained optimization, positive-definiteness is a reasonable assumption, however, 
in constrained optimization the Hessian remains symmetric, but in general, it will not be 
positive-definite. In the upcoming sections, we discuss alternative formulations of the SQP 
Lagrangian BFGS secant method that circumvent this lack of positive-definiteness. 
4.3.2 Powell's Damped BFGS Algorithm (PDA) 
In 1978, Powell [99] proposed a modification to the SQP Lagrangian BFGS secant method 
that compensates for the lack of positive-definiteness in the Hessian of the Lagrangian at 
the solution. Despite the fact that the true Hessian of the Lagrangian may not be positive 
definite at a solution, Powell chose to maintain a positive-definite matrix by modifying yt 
(4.49) whenever necessary and instead used 
y[ = eyi + (i - e)BlS, 
where 
I I if yfs>esTBls, (1T-')aTBls otherwise s1 Bis-yf s 
and e is a small positive constant, e.g., e = 0.2. The update Bl+ is then obtained as a 
BFGS secant update using yf instead of y\. This modification guarantees that yfs > 0, 
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and consequently, allows the BFGS secant update to maintain positive-definiteness (even 
far from the solution) but at the expense of the Lagrangian secant equation (4.48). Powell's 
modified SQP Lagrangian BFGS secant method, known as Powell's damped BFGS algo-
rithm (PDA), works reasonably well, but theory has not been developed for it and it is quite 
doubtful that it retains superlinear convergence. 
4.3.3 SQP Augmented Lagrangian BFGS Secant Method 
Another alternative formulation of the SQP Lagrangian BFGS secant method considered 
was to replace the Lagrangian (4.45) with the augmented Lagrangian function 
L(x, Xp) = l(x) + ?g(x)Tg(x) p > 0, 
associated with problem (4.44) where p is an augmentation parameter (see Han [66] and 
Tapia [116]). Then, y, (4.49) is replaced with 
VL = VxL(x+, A+, p) - VxL(x, A+, p). (4.52) 
A fundamental issue in using the augmented Lagrangian in a secant algorithm is the choice 
of the augmentation parameter p. It is well-known that for any augmentation parameter p 
greater than a threshold value p, the Hessian of the augmented Lagrangian at a local so-
lution of problem (4.44), under the standard assumptions (4.50)-(4.51), is positive definite 
and we can guarantee that near the solution y^s > 0 for p sufficiently large [24]. 
Though theoretically attractive, this SQP augmented Lagrangian BFGS secant method 
has some disadvantages. First, a priori knowledge of the threshold value p for a given 
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problem is generally unavailable. Second, the attempt to use large p seems to present 
numerical problems [24] (see the examples given by Tapia [116] and Nocedal and Overton 
[88]). In addition, J/L given by (4.52) has the disadvantage that at some iterations it may 
not be possible to choose p sufficiently large so that y\s is positive (even though it must be 
near the solution). 
4.3.4 Tapia's BFGS Structured Augmented Lagrangian Secant Algo-
rithm (SALSA) 
In 1988, Tapia [117] proposed an algorithm for nonlinear equality constrained optimization 
which circumvents the lack of positive-definiteness in the Hessian of the Lagrangian. He 
derived the Structured Augmented Lagrangian Secant Algorithm, later known as SALSA, 
by considering SQP augmented Lagrangian secant methods and taking advantage of the 
structure present in the Hessian of the augmented Lagrangian function for problem (4.44) as 
it displays significant structure in that there is a clear separation between first- and second-
order information. That is, Tapia introduced structure in yi, but not in BL and then used a 
new method to choose the Lagrangian augmentation parameter p that does not require prior 
knowledge of the true Hessian. 
In SALSA, yi (4.49) is replaced with 
ys = yi + pA+A^s 
where A is the matrix whose columns are Vg\, Vtfe,..., Vgm, and instead of sacrificing the 
Lagrangian secant equation (4.48), the approximate Hessian of the structured augmented 
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Lagrangian update of BL satisfies the structured augmented Lagrangian secant equation 
B$s = ys. 
For p large enough, the local positivity of yjs is guaranteed and consequently, BL remains 
positive definite. Even globally, ygS can be made positive by increasing p as long as A^_s ^ 
0. Tapia [117] demonstrated that the BFGS version of SALSA is locally superlinearly 
convergent. 
In 1988, Byrd, Tapia and Zhang [23] introduced a new reliable method for choosing the 
Lagrangian augmentation parameter in Tapia's BFGS SALSA that does not require prior 
knowledge of the true Hessian. They performed considerable numerical experiments with 
SALSA and compared it to PDA. To learn more about their strategy for choosing p, and a 
corresponding back-up strategy, see their papers [23] [24]. It is important to mention that 
while SALSA for equality constrained optimization has an attractive theory, SALSA has 
its shortcomings. For example, numerical experimentation shows that one of the technical 
assumptions holds only in a local manner. 
Chapter 5 
Convergence Theory 
In this chapter, we collect convergence theory. While this presentation is far from exhaus-
tive, we give an overview of some of the important properties and results that pertain to 
basic secant methods with a focus on the BFGS secant method. We discuss the well-known 
Dennis-More characterization of superlinear convergence and detail some convergence re-
sults by Powell [111], Broyden, Dennis and More [16], Byrd, Nocedal and Yuan [22], 
Zhang and Tewarson [131] and others. Many of the topics outlined in this chapter are 
revisited in later chapters. To avoid excessive redundancy, we refer the reader to the corre-
sponding later sections for further detail. 
5.1 Conjugacy 
We begin the chapter by discussing the concepts of orthogonality and conjugacy. As we 
will see in upcoming sections, these concepts are particularly important in some algorithms 
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for unconstrained optimization. Recall that two vectors a and b, are said to be orthogonal, 
or conjugate, if aTb = 0. 
Definition 5.1.1. Let H be annxn symmetric, positive-definite matrix. The vectors a and 
b are called H -conjugate, or simply conjugate ifH is understood, ifaTHb = 0. 
Consider any symmetric positive-definite matrix H. We can interpret conjugacy to be or-
thogonality with respect to an if-weighted inner product, i.e., (a, b)n = aTHb. Orthogo-
nality, aTb = 0, does not imply if-conjugacy, in general, unless H = I. 
5.2 Convexity 
We take a moment to distinguish among the different types of convexity as it aids in the 
understanding of the discussions in this chapter and there is some confusion in the literature. 
The following definition is from Ortega and Rheinboldt [91]. Note, in this chapter, || -|| 
will denote the I2 vector norm or its induced operator norm. 
Definition 5.2.1. A function f : W1 —> JR is convex on an open convex set D, if for all 
x,y e DandO < 5 < 1 
f(5x + (1 - 5)y) < Sf(x) + (1 - S)f(y). (5.1) 
The function f is strictly convex on D, if strict inequality holds in (5.1) whenever x ^ y. 
The junction f is uniformly convex on D if there is a constant c > 0 such that, for all 
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x,y E D and0 < 8 < 1 
8f(x) + (1 - S)f(y) - f(Sx + [1 - % ) > cS(l - S)\\x - y\\2. 
It is clear that uniform convexity implies strict convexity, which in turn, implies convex-
ity. In addition, due to the equivalence of norms in JFU1, if a function is uniformly convex in 
one norm, it is uniformly convex in all norms. A function uniformly convex on ffl1 always 
has a unique minimizer. This is not the case for convexity or strict convexity. 
Some authors refer to uniformly convex as strongly convex. A quadratic function in 
M1 is convex if and only if the Hessian matrix is positive semi-definite and strictly convex 
if and only if the Hessian matrix is positive definite. Moreover, for a quadratic function, 
strict convexity and uniform convexity are equivalent. To see this, one need only consider 
the Rayleigh quotient. 
5.3 Finite Termination 
A given algorithm is said to satisfy the finite termination property if it finds the minimizer 
of a quadratic function, if it exists, in a finite number of steps.61 A particular way to obtain 
finite termination is to invoke the concept of conjugate directions. In a neighborhood of a 
strict local minimizer, we expect that a strictly quadratic function approximates the function 
reasonably well. This coupled with the fact that we can minimize a strictly convex quadratic 
function in at most n steps, if we search along conjugate directions of the Hessian matrix, 
61
 In the literature, the term 'quadratic termination' is often used to refer to an algorithm that finds the exact 
minimizer of a strictly convex quadratic function after a finite number of steps. One example of tiiis usage 
can be found in Broyden, Dennis and More [16] from 1973. 
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makes the notion of conjugacy very useful for optimizing both quadratic and nonquadratic 
functions. 
In 1967, Broyden [13] was the first to point out that the DFP formula is only one of 
a family of formulae (the Broyden class) that achieve finite termination. He showed that 
every member of the Broyden class (9 > 0) terminates after at most n iterations with the 
exact minimizer for any strictly convex quadratic function, given an exact line search is 
used. 
Remark 5.3.1. In 1976, More and Trangenstein [81] showed that for the affine function 
f(x) = Ax — b, with nonsingular A G lRnxn and b € JRn, Broyden's method, in a slightly 
modified form, is globally and superlinearly convergent to the unique solution. 
In 1979, Gay [53] proved the following convergence result for Broyden's method when 
applied to the same linear function. 
Theorem 5.3.2. (Gay, 1979) Iff(x) = Ax - bfor b e Mn and nonsingular A e 2Rnxn, 
then the Broyden method given by (4.6), with steplength a = 1, converges in at most 2n 
steps. 
5.4 Bounded Deterioration 
In 1971, Dennis' [32] study of error bounds for the Jacobian in Broyden's method led 
him to discover the bounded deterioration property. The following definition of bounded 
deterioration can be found in [33]. 
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Definition 5.4.1. (Dennis, 1972) Any secant method of the form 
xk+1 = xk- B^F(xk) (5.2) 
that satisfies 
k 
\\Bk-F\xk)\\<5 + 1Y,\\x^-xi\\ 
for k = 1,2,... and for some 5,7 > 0, is said to be of bounded deterioration. 
We mention the bounded deterioration property because it served as the fundamental idea 
behind the convergence theory that Broyden, Dennis, and More [16] and Dennis and More 
[35], [36] developed soon after bounded deterioration was introduced. In the next section, 
we discuss this convergence theory. 
5.5 Superlinear Convergence 
The original technique for proving that a quasi-Newton method achieves superlinear con-
vergence was to show that if {xk} converges to x*, then {Bk} converges to F'(x*). It is 
well-known that this consistency condition is sufficient but as we will explain shortly, is not 
necessary for superlinear convergence. Until the early 1970s, all of the practical methods 
for which there were published proofs of superlinearity satisfied the property of consis-
tency; it seemed to be effectively necessary. In the upcoming sections, we present what we 
believe are among the most important characterizations of superlinear convergence. 
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5.5.1 Broyden, Dennis and More Characterizations 
In 1973, Broyden, Dennis, and More [16] presented a local convergence analysis for sev-
eral well-known secant methods when used without line searches. Despite the fact that it is 
known that the sequence of approximate Jacobians {Bk} does not necessarily converge to 
the true Jacobian at the solution, the methods they considered generate superlinearly con-
vergent sequences {#&}. Before proceeding to the characterization of local and superlinear 
convergence, we restate the following theorem from which they obtained convergence re-
sults. 
Theorem 5.5.1. (Broyden, Dennis and More, 1973) Let F : WLn —» 2Rn satisfy the follow-
ing assumptions: 
(a) There exists x* such that F(x*) = 0. 
(b) F is continuously dijferentiable in an open convex set D containing x*. 
(c) F'(x*) is nonsingular. 
Suppose that for some D containing x*, the Lipschitz condition 
\\F\x)-F\x*)\\ < 7 | | x - x * | | for 7 > 0, and Vx € D, (5.3) 
holds. Consider any secant method obtained from the general rank-one update class (4.3), 
from the Dennis direct update class (4.13) with symmetric B, or from the Dennis inverse 
update class (4.12) with symmetric H. Assume this secant method uses steplength a = 1. 
Let N' = N[ x N2 where N[ C D and iV^  only contains nonsingular matrices so that 
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s = —B~1F(x) is well-defined. Let the vector v in the secant method obtained from (4.3) 
or (4.13) be chosen so that for all (x, B) in a neighborhood ofN' of(x*,F'(x*)), 
\\Mv-M-*s\\ 
| | M - i s | | S / i i p | | , **" W 
for some constant p,\ > 0, and some nonsingular, symmetric matrix M € Mnxn both 
independent ofv and s. Then this method is locally, and superlinearly convergent at x*. 
Let the vector d in the secant method obtained from (4.12) be chosen so that for all 
(x, H) in a neighborhood ofN' of(x*,F'(x*)), 
for some constant //2 > 0, and some nonsingular, symmetric matrix M € Mnxn both 
independent ofd and s. Then this method is locally, and superlinearly convergent at x*. 
5.5.2 Broyden, Dennis, and More Results 
The convergence results in the following theorem are consequences of Theorem 5.5.1. 
Theorem 5.5.2. (Broyden, Dennis, and More, 1973J Let F : Mn —»• Mn satisfy the as-
sumptions of Theorem 5.5.1. Consider the inequalities (5.4) and (5.5) where p = 1. 
The Broyden update (4.6) satisfies inequality (5.4) with v = s, M = I and where /xi = 0. 
The PSB update (4.11) satisfies inequality (5.4) with v = s, M = I and where p,\ = 0. 
The Greenstadt update (4.32) satisfies inequality (5.5) with d= y, M = I where p,2 = 0. 
Suppose, in addition, F'(x*) is positive-definite. 
The DFP direct update (4.18) satisfies inequality (5.4) with v = y, where M _ 1 is the 
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positive-definite square root of the Hessian off at x* and a suitable value of'n\. 
The BFGS inverse update (4.20) satisfies inequality (5.5) with d = s where M is the 
positive-definite square root of the Hessian off at x* and a suitable value of ^ 
Thus, the Broyden, the PSB, the Greenstadt, the DFP direct, and the BFGS inverse updates 
are locally and superlinearly convergent at x*. 
5.5.3 Dennis and More Characterizations 
In 1970, Ortega and Rheinboldt [91], in their study of general rates of convergence, pre-
sented the following definition of superlinear convergence. 
Definition 5.5.3. If{xk} C lRn converges to x*, then {x^} converges superlinearly to x* 
if either Xk = x* for all sufficiently large k, or x\- ^ x* for k > ko and 
lim If^-Z^li
 = o. 
Remark 5.5.4. Since infinite dimensions norms are equivalent, the notion of superlinear 
convergences is norm independent. 
In 1974, Dennis and More [35] presented the following well-known characterization of 
superlinear convergence. For a proof, see Dennis and More [35]. 
Theorem 5.5.5. (Dennis and More, 1974) Let F : ffl1 —> Mn be differentiable in the open 
convex set D € M1, and assume that for some x* € D, F' is continuous at x* and F'{x*) 
is nonsingular. Let {-Bfe} C Mnxn be a sequence ofnonsingular matrices. Suppose that for 
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some XQ € D, the sequence (5.2) for k = 0 ,1 , . . . remains in D and converges to x*. Then 
{xk} converges superlinearly to x* if and only if 
k^+oo \\Xk+l-Xk\\ 
In the literature, (5.6) is often referred to as the Dennis and More Condition. 
When Dennis and More [35] state that the sequence {x^ generated by the secant itera-
tion (5.2) is well-defined and converges to x*, it is an implicit assumption that Xk ^ x* for 
all sufficiently large k. 
Although the characterization described in Theorem 5.5.5 was given for secant methods 
for the nonlinear equation problem, clearly the characterization immediately carries over 
to unconstrained optimization by working with the nonlinear equation (gradient equal to 
zero) that results from the first-order necessary conditions. Theorem 5.5.5 implies that 
consistency is not a necessary condition for superlinearity. However, consistency readily 
implies the Dennis and More condition (5.6). 
We end this section by highlighting two additional results given by Dennis and More 
[35]. For their proofs, see [35]. The first result we present is an interesting by-product of 
superlinear convergence. If {xk} c M1 converges superlinearly to x*, then 
lim l i^ t lzM = 1. 
fc-H-oo \\Xk — X*\\ 
This justifies the very commonly used computational technique of estimating ||a;fe — x*\\ 
with ||:Tfc+i — Xk\\, which is appropriate if we have superlinear convergence. 
The next result of Dennis and More [35] has to do with the iteration xk+i = xk + oikPk 
where pk is a search direction and ak is a steplength obtained by an exact line search. They 
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state that this iteration is superlinearly convergent if and only if 
akPk = P% + o(\\pZ\\) 
where p% is the Newton step. This condition states that a method is superlinearly conver-
gent if and only if the step it produces approximates that of Newton's method asymptoti-
cally. 
5.5.4 Dennis and More Results 
In this section, we highlight two convergence results for the DFP and the BFGS methods 
that Dennis and More [36] proved in 1977. The first is an interesting result that makes no 
assumptions on the Hessian approximations. It states that if the iterates generated by the 
BFGS or the DFP methods satisfy 
oo 
5^||ar fc-x*|| < oo, 
fc=0 
then the rate of convergence is superlinear.62 
The following is a restatement of a theorem regarding a global convergent result for the 
DFP and the BFGS methods. 
Theorem 5.5.6. (Dennis and More, 1977) Let f : Ftn —* M be the strictly convex quadratic 
function given by f(x) = \xT Ax — xTb + cfor some symmetric, positive-definite A € 
lRrXn, b € Mn andce M. Then for steplength a = 1, the DFP and the BFGS methods 
62These results have been extended to the Broyden convex class by Stachurski [114] in 1981, by Griewank 
and Toint [64] in 1982 and others. 
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converge globally and superlinearly to A~xb assuming that the approximating matrices 
{Bk}for the DFP method, or {Hf.}for the BFGS method, are well-defined, positive definite 
and that the corresponding {\ \ H& 11}, or {\ \ Bk \ |} is bounded.63 
In the next section, we state another result for the BFGS method that was proven later by 
Byrd, Tapia and Zhang. 
5.5.4.1 Byrd, Tapia, Zhang Result 
In 1989, Byrd, Tapia and Zhang [23] proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.5.7. (Byrd, Tapia, and Zhang, 1989) Ifx* is a local minimizer of the function 
fix) such that V2/(x*) is nonsingular and the sequence {xk} generated by the BFGS 
method with steplength a = 1 converges to x*, then the convergence is superlinear. 
This result is utilized in Chapter 7. 
5.5.5 Powell's Characterization 
In 1969, Pearson [93] expressed the determinant of an inverse Hessian approximation up-
date H+ for the DFP update in closed-form as 
det(lf+) = d e t ( I 0 - ^ . 
In 1971, Powell [97] presented an expression for the trace of H+ for the DFP update which 
can equivalently be written for B+ in the BFGS update using (4.19). He expressed the trace 
63To prove that {||5fc||} for the DFP method and {||Hfc||} for the BFGS method are bounded, the tech-
niques of Goldfarb found in Fletcher's 1969 book [44] or the 1971 techniques of Powell [97] could be utilized. 
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of B+ in terms of the trace of B as 
\\Bs\\2 
trace(B+) = trace(B) - L J L + ^ 
where || -|| represents the standard 2-norm. 
Recall that the trace of a symmetric matrix is the sum of its eigenvalues. Therefore, 
the trace of a positive-definite matrix is an upper bound on the greatest eigenvalue and the 
inverse of the trace is a lower bound on the least eigenvalue of the inverse of the matrix. In 
the next section, we present some convergence results that arose out of Powell's study of 
the trace of By.. 
5.5.6 Powell's Results 
Powell showed that the global convergence of the BFGS method could be studied by mea-
suring the trace and determinant of B. Before proceeding to his main theorem, we present 
other convergence results that led to it. A proof of the following theorem can be found in 
[97]. 
Theorem 5.5.8. (Powell, 1971) Let f have continuous second derivatives. Suppose there 
exists a constant e > 0 that is a lower bound for the eigenvalues ofV2f(x) uniformly in x, 
then the sequence of points {xk}for k = 0 ,1 , . . . generated by the DFP method with exact 
line search converges to the global minimizer x*. 
This theorem by Powell requires that the function be uniformly convex as is implied by 
his eigenvalue assumption. Hence, a unique global minimizer always exists. The following 
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results require only that the function be convex. In 1971, Powell [97] showed that if / is 
convex, then for any positive-definite initial approximating matrix B0 and any initial point 
x0, the BFGS method gives 
liminf IIVMI = 0. 
k 
We now present Powell's global convergence theorem for the BFGS update where the 
steplength a is chosen by an inexact line search satisfying the two conditions 
f(xk + akPk) < f(xk) + rjak^f{xk)TPk (5.7) 
V/(arfc + akPk)Tpk > {Vf{xk)Tpk (5.8) 
where 0 < r\ < \ and £ < 77 < 1. In the literature, (5.7) - (5.8) are known as the Wolfe 
conditions. In §5.5.10, we discuss how Zhang and Tewarson extended Powell's theorem 
for the BFGS update to the Broyden preconvex class of updates. 
Theorem 5.5.9. (Powell, 1976) Given xo, let f be a convex function, such that the set 
{x : f(x) < f(x0)} (5.9) 
is bounded and such that f has continuous second derivatives in this set. Let BQ be any 
positive-definite matrix. Then the BFGS method with steplength chosen to satisfy the Wolfe 
conditions generates a sequence {xk} for k = 0 , 1 , . . . such that f(xk) for k = 0 ,1 , . . . 
converges to a minimum off. 
Remark 5.5.10. Assumption (5.9) implies that f has at least one minimizer. If the se-
quence {xk} generated by the BFGS method as described in Theorem 5.5.9 converges, and 
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converges to a solution, and if the Hessian matrix is positive definite, and the Lipschitz 
condition is satisfied, then the rate of convergence of the sequence is superlinear. 
The following is a restatement of a theorem given by Powell [97] which is one of the 
first important superlinear convergence results. 
Theorem 5.5.11. (Powell, 1971J Let f be a C2 nonlinear function and let V 2 / satisfy 
the Lipschitz condition (5.3) on all of M1. Moreover, let there exist some positive lower 
bound, independent of x, on the spectrum of V2f(x). Then the DFP method with exact 
line search converges superlinearly to x*, the global minimizer off, from any Xo and for 
any positive-definite HQ. 
Powell's assumption that the there exists some positive lower bound, independent of x, on 
the spectrum of V2/(#) implies that / is uniformly convex and, therefore, has a unique 
global minimizer. Following Dixon's Theorem 4.2.4, Powell [111] in 1976, stated that 
Theorem 5.5.11 holds for every member of the the Broyden class and in particular for 
the BFGS method.64 To learn more about studies of the convergence behavior of secant 
methods with various line searches, we refer the interested reader to Buhmann and Fletcher 
[19], Nocedal [86], and Powell [98], in addition to those references cited in this section. 
^This result was also proved by Werner [123], in 1978, for a large class of line search methods. 
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5.5.7 Powell's Observation 
We are of the opinion that Powell's 1986 paper [100] sheds light on some of the attributes of 
the BFGS method that explain its good performance.65 In 1986, Powell gained much insight 
into the global behavior of the BFGS and the DFP methods by focusing on a narrower class 
of problems. He considered the strictly convex quadratic objective function of two variables 
given by 
f(u,v) = ±(u* + v2) 
and studied the DFP and BFGS methods with steplengths a = 1. He analyzed the behavior 
of the DFP and BFGS methods for different choices of the initial point x0 and the initial 
approximation B0. 
The analysis of the two-dimensional quadratic showed the following. If one eigenvalue 
of B0 is large, it seems that the advantages of the BFGS method over the DFP method are 
greater if the other eigenvalue is small. Powell explained that the BFGS method is better 
at correcting small eigenvalues of B than large ones. In fact, an eigenvalue of B that is too 
small is easy to correct. Powell showed that the DFP formula can be highly inefficient at 
correcting large eigenvalues of B which are problematic and this is better dealt with by the 
BFGS method. This may be the main reason in general for the observed superiority of the 
BFGS formula. However, the BFGS method can take several iterations to correct a large 
eigenvalue of B and that during this calculation there may be little change in the objective 
function. 
65
 According to Byrd, "The biggest insight into what makes the BFGS better than the DFP method is in 
Powell's 1986 paper [100]." 
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Some authors feel that the ability to correct large eigenvalues of B can be improved 
by using negative values for the parameter 9 in the Broyden class. We first mentioned in 
§4.2.5 that Zhang and Tewarson investigated this preconvex class. In §5.5.10, we elaborate 
on some of the results of their investigations. 
5.5.8 Byrd, Nocedal and Yuan 
In 1987, Byrd, Nocedal, and Yuan [22] extended the analysis of Powell described in the 
previous section to the Broyden convex class except for the DPT method. They established 
the following determinant relation for the Broyden convex class 
T 
det(B+) > det(B) J ^ . (5.10) 
Using this, they proved global and superlinear convergence on uniformly convex problems 
for all members of the Broyden convex class using an exact line search, except for the DFP 
method, i.e., for 9 6 [0,1). These results are stated in the next two theorems. 
Theorem 5.5.12. (Byrd, Nocedal and Yuan, 1987) Let f G C2 and let XQ be an initial point 
for which f satisfies the assumption that there is an open convex set D. Assume there exist 
constants m,M > 0 such that 
m\\z\\2 < zTV2f(x)z < M\\z\\2 (5.11) 
for all z G Mn and all x G D. Consider any member of the Broyden class with 9 G [0,1) 
with the steplength a chosen by an inexact line search that satisfies the Wolfe conditions 
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(5.7) - (5.8). Then for any positive-definite Bo, this secant method generates iterates which 
converge to x*. 
The compound inequality (5.11) implies / is uniformly convex. The following theorem 
describes under what conditions Byrd, Nocedal and Yuan were able to prove superlinear 
convergence. 
Theorem 5.5.13. (Byrd, Nocedal and Yuan, 1987) Let f € C2 and D be an open convex set. 
Assume that any algorithm generated by the Broyden class with 6 € [0,1) is implemented 
so that a is chosen by a backtracking strategy.66 Then, if there exist constants m, M > 0 
such that (5.11) holds for all z E Mn and all x G D and the Hessian at x* satisfies 
\\V2f(x)-V2f(x*)\\<l\\x-x*r far p , 7 > 0 , (5.12) 
and for all x in a neighborhood ofx* and additionally, if Bo is any positive-definite matrix, 
then the sequence {xk} converges superlinearly to the unique minimizer x*. 
In particular, Byrd, Nocedal and Yuan showed that if the objective function is convex, 
then the sequence generated by any method obtained from the Broyden class with 6 € [0,1) 
satisfies lim inffc || V/fe || = 0. Moreover, when they assumed that the objective function was 
uniformly convex and the procedure included a backtracking strategy, superlinear conver-
gence is achieved.67 
66A backtracking strategy first tries a = 1 to determine if it satisfies the steplength criterion, e.g., the 
Wolfe conditions. If it does not, then a strategy is used to diminish the steplength. For example, a is chosen 
to satisfy the Wolfe conditions, in particular, the sufficient decrease condition (5.7) 
67This follows from the results of Dennis and More [35] and Griewank and Toint [64]. However, to apply 
them, they also required backtracking and that the Hessian matrix be Holder continuous (5.12) at x*. 
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In addition, the convergence analysis given in Byrd, Nocedal and Yuan's paper shows 
that the BFGS method has a property that enables it to rapidly correct large eigenvalues and 
also shows that this property is diminished as 0 is increased in [0,1). This complements 
Powell's observation we presented in §5.5.7. 
5.5.9 Byrd and Nocedal 
In 1989, Byrd and Nocedal [21] showed that it was easier to work simultaneously with the 
trace and determinant relations of B. They introduced the measure function ip : iRnxn —• 
M defined by 
i/>(B) = trace(B) - ln(det(£)), (5.13) 
for any positive-definite matrix B.6S In §6.4 we elaborate on their work and explain how 
they simplified existing proofs by working with their measure function (5.13). This, in turn 
led to new characterization properties of the BFGS method which we present in §6.4 (see 
Theorem 6.4.1). 
5.5.10 Zhang and Tewarson 
As we mentioned earlier, Zhang and Tewarson [131], in 1988, performed numerical tests 
on updates from the Broyden class including updates obtained from using negative values 
of 0. In this section, we outline their convergence results. We first restate a theorem in 
68While Powell's results were generally accepted, many researchers found it difficult to understand the 
intuition behind them. In private communication (March 16, 2009), Richard Byrd explained that his devel-
opment of the measure function with Nocedal was a result of their studies of Powell's work in an attempt to 
uncover the intuition. 
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which Zhang and Tewarson [131] extended Powell's global convergence Theorem 5.5.9 to 
the preconvex class. 
Theorem 5.5.14. (Zhang and Tewarson, 1988,) Let the conditions stated in Theorem 5.5.9 
hold. Let B+ be defined as in the Broyden class and 9C as in (4.38). If, for k large, 
(i - v)dc <e<o, 
where v is a constant satisfying 0 < v < 1, then the corresponding secant method defined 
as in the Broyden class (4.37) with inexact line search generates a sequence {x^} for 
k = 0 ,1 , . . . such that f(xk) for k = 0 , 1 , . . . converges to, or terminates at, the minimizer 
off 
Zhang and Teawarson [131] showed that for convex objective functions, updates from 
the preconvex class (4.40) have the same global convergence property as the BFGS update 
and may also possess a superlinear convergence rate if 9 < 0 is suitably chosen at each 
iteration. Their numerical tests with fixed negative values of 9k gave results that show 
a moderate but consistent improvement over the BFGS method. However, they concluded 
that fixed-value update formulae in the preconvex class are not as recommended as varying-
parameter algorithms. 
Chapter 6 
Known Characterizations of the BFGS 
Secant Method 
In this chapter, we present several characterization properties of the BFGS secant method. 
These properties could shed some light on factors responsible for the empirical observation 
that the BFGS method is the most effective secant method for solving finite-dimensional 
unconstrained optimization problems. 
6.1 Nazareth's Step Length Result 
The Conjugate Gradient (CG) method was developed in 1952 by Hestenes and Stiefel [68] 
to solve symmetric positive-definite linear systems of equations. It uses exact line search 
(readily obtained in closed form) and takes its first step is in the direction of the negative 
gradient, i.e., in the steepest descent direction. In 1968, Myers [82] discovered a relation-
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ship between the DFP and the CG methods. The following is a restatement of her theorem. 
Theorem 6.1.1. (Myers, 1968) Consider minimizing a strictly convex quadratic Junction 
f. Also consider the DFP and the CG methods and assume they each begin with the same 
initial point and the DFP method begins with the identity as the initial Hessian approxima-
tion. Then, the search direction vectors generated by the CG method and the DFP method 
are positive scalar multiples of each other; hence their iterates are the same when an exact 
line search is also used in the DFP method. 
Recall Dixon's [41] theorem (Theorem 4.2.4) that we mentioned in §4.2.5 which basically 
stated that the successive iterates generated by any two members of the Broyden class are 
identical, when minimizing a general differentiable function, provided an exact line search 
(1.8) is used and the degenerate 6 value, 0C (4.38), is never used. In 1979, Nazareth [83] 
made the following observation which yields a uniqueness property of the BFGS method. 
Theorem 6.1.2. (Nazareth, 1979) Consider minimizing a strictly convex quadratic function 
f. Also consider the CG method and a member of the Broyden class (0 ^ 0C) and assume 
that they each begin with the same initial point xo and the member of the Broyden class 
uses the identity as the initial inverse Hessian approximation HQ. Then, the search direction 
vectors generated by the CG method and this member of the Broyden class are non-negative 
scalar multiples of each other; hence, with an exact line search, also for the member of 
the Broyden class, the iterates are the same. The BFGS method with steplength a.k = 1 
achieves an exact line search and, therefore, generates the same search direction and iterate 
as the CG method. Moreover, the BFGS method is the unique member of the Broyden class 
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which generates the CG step with steplength a^ = 1. 
6.2 Finite Termination 
Recall the definition of finite termination from §5.3 which states that a method is said to 
possess the finite termination property if it finds the minimizer of a quadratic function, if it 
exists, in a finite number of steps. Also, recall that Broyden [13] proved that every member 
of the Broyden class (0 > 0) terminates after at most n iterations with the exact minimizer 
of any strictly convex quadratic function given that an exact line search is used. From 
Nazareth we know that the BFGS method with a = 1 gives an exact line search. Thus, it 
seems reasonable to expect that the BFGS method is the only member of the Broyden class 
that achieves finite termination with steplength a = 1. 
6.3 Updates to Cholesky Factors 
The BFGS method preserves positive-definiteness, however, there is always a possibility 
that in the actual computation of B+, positive-definiteness may be lost due to numerical 
rounding error. One strategy to deal with this difficulty is to work with a factorized positive-
definite B. Methods that utilized this idea originated in the work of Gill and Murray [57] 
in 1972, and were subsequently developed and analyzed by Goldfarb [60] and Gill, Golub, 
Murray, Saunders [56], among others. In this section, we describe the contributions of 
Dennis and Schnabel [37] and Zhang and Tewarson [130] as they gave way to interesting 
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characterizations of the BFGS method.69 
Consider the Hessian approximation B with the Cholesky factorization 
Bc = LLT (6.1) 
where L is a lower-triangular matrix. Now, instead of explicitly updating B to obtain B+, 
the Cholesky factor L in (6.1) is stored and updated at each step via a simple additive update 
ofL 
L^J+ = L + D 
where D is the correction.70 The new approximation B+ is expressed in like manner 
B° = J+J%, (6.2) 
and the secant equation is written as 
J+ Jls = y (6.3) 
and reduces to 
LDTs + DLTs + DDTs = y - LLT (6.4) 
which is nonlinear in D. To address this nonlinearity, Dennis and Schnabel [37], in 1981, 
suggested "linearizing" the secant equation (6.4). Their use of the term "linearize" was 
69One of the earliest papers devoted to modifying matrix factorization is Bennett's 1965 paper [5] in which 
he investigated B = LDUT where L is a lower triangular matrix with unit elements on the diagonal, U 
is an upper triangular matrix with unit elements on the diagonal, and D is a diagonal matrix, however, 
Bennett's method was not numerically stable. The subsequent work of Gill and Murray explored the matrix 
factorization B = LDLT in the context of secant methods. 
70
 J+ is used instead of L+ because the update of the factor L is not a lower triangular matrix. To learn 
more about how to obtain L+ from J+ see [37]. 
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unfortunate because it misled people into thinking that the nonlinear term was just dropped 
which, of course, would mean that the secant equation would no longer be satisfied.71 
However what they meant when they said "linearize" the secant equation was to replace 
the nonlinear secant equation by two coupled linear ones. To accomplish this, they defined 
the variable u by 
u = Jls (6.5) 
in which case (6.3) would become 
J+u = y. (6.6) 
The following is a restatement of a theorem in which Dennis and Schnabel explain the 
conditions under which J+ exists. For a proof, see [37]. 
Theorem 6.3.1. (Dennis and Schnabel, 1981) Let s,y e JRn and s ^ 0. Then there exists 
a nonsingular J+ € Mnxn such that J+JJ.S = y, if and only ifsTy > 0. 
6.3.1 Least Change Updates to Cholesky Factors 
We showed in Chapter 4, that many updates (in particular, the BFGS update) could be 
expressed as rank-one updates to the factor L (see Brodlie et al. [10] and Davidon [31]). 
However, due to the nonlinearity of the secant equation (6.4), it was not until much later 
that updates could be shown to be a least-change update to the Cholesky factor L itself. 
Using the decomposition of the secant equation described earlier by (6.5) - (6.6), Dennis 
71Greenstadt [63] reminisced on how he incorrectly interpreted Dennis' suggestion to linearize (6.4) to 
mean dropping the quadratic term. 
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and Schnabel [37] were able to present a new derivation of the BFGS update which demon-
strates how the BFGS update is a least change update to the Cholesky factor. We describe 
their procedure for determining (6.2). 
Assume the Hessian approximation B has the Cholesky factorization (6.1). The J+ 
which is nearest to L in the Frobenius norm and satisfies (6.6) is 
+ (y-|«K (6?) 
The u that satisfies (6.5) is 
.T (y-Lu)Ts 
U = J. " 
which can be satisfied only if 
u = aLTs (6.9) 
for some scalar a. Substitute (6.9) into (6.8) and simplify to obtain 
T T 
2 y's yJs 
a = — 
u = L2s + u^— ' , (6.8) 
sTLLTs s Bcs' 
Choose the positive square root for u given by 
and substitute it in (6.7) to obtain 
'
 1
 (LTs)T 
J+ = L + 
y - (>/rffe) BCs 
Jwr-s 1 Wi 
(6.10) 
Form B+ = J+J^ using (6.10) to obtain the BFGS secant update in terms of its Cholesky 
factors. 
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6.3.2 Weighted Least Change Updates to Cholesky Factors 
Dennis and Schnabel [37] presented another derivation of the BFGS secant method. Again, 
to determine (6.2), first assume you have the Cholesky factorization (6.1). However, this 
time, choose J+ to solve 
min \\WL(J+- L)WR\\F subject to J+u = y (6.11) 
for nonsingular weighting matrices WL, WR G Mnxn and then solve for the u that satisfies 
(6.5). Solving (6.11) with WL = WR = I yields the BFGS update. In fact, the BFGS 
results from any choice of WL and WR for which LTs is an eigenvector of M = W^W^1. 
To obtain the BFGS update formula, solve (6.11) for either the positive or negative square 
root of (6.10) and substitute this J+ into (6.2). 
6.3.2.1 Least Change Cholesky (LCC) Updates 
In 1987, Zhang and Tewarson [130] derived a class of least-change updates to Cholesky 
factors of B known as least change Cholesky (LCC) updates using the same underlying 
idea as Dennis and Schnabel. We discuss their work that led them to discover a uniqueness 
property of the BFGS update which we present at the end of this section. To aid in our 
discussion, we introduce the following notation utilized by Zhang and Tewarson: 
1. Q(u, v) = {X:Xe E^xn, Xu = v} (u, v G Rn). 
2. QT(u,v) = {X:XTeQ(u,v)}. 
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Given symmetric positive-definite weighting matrix M E iRnXn and s,y e M1 with 
sT > 0, they considered the constrained optimization problem 
min {\\J+ - L\\F,M : J+Jl E Q(s,y)}. (6.12) 
To address the nonlinearity of the constraint in (6.12), Zhang and Tewarson considered the 
following two subproblems: 
1. For any given u € ffl1 with uTu = yTs > 0, find the solution D(u) to the subproblem 
min {\\D\\FM:L + DeQT(s,y)nQ(v,u)}. (6.13) 
2. Find a global solution u* to the problem 
min {||I>(U)||F,M : « € Mn,uTu = yTs} (6.14) 
and let J+ = L + £>(«*). 
The following is a restatement of a theorem in which Zhang and Tewarson [130] describe 
how solving the two subproblems above is equivalent to solving the constrained optimiza-
tion problem (6.12). For a proof, see [130]. 
Theorem 6.3.2. (Zhang and Tewarson, 1987) Problem (6.12) is equivalent to problem 
(6.14), with D(u) being the unique solution to problem (6.13). That is, if J+ solves (6.12), 
then u = J^_s solves (6.14), and ifu = u* solves (6.14), then J+ = L + D(u*) solves 
(6.12). 
Zhang and Tewarson identified an essential difference between B+ obtained as the so-
lution to the least change problem (4.33) and Z?+ = J+Jj. where J+ = L + D(u*) solves 
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(6.12). In general, B+ — B is of rank two for any nonsingular symmetric weighting matrix 
[36], but Zhang and Tewarson showed that, in general, £?+ — B is of rank four. The fol-
lowing is a restatement of a theorem which is a result of their investigations. For a proof, 
see [130]. 
Theorem 6.3.3. (Zhang and Tewarson, 1987) Let M satisfy 
Ms = (sTMs)r 
where 
y — aLLTs . , / yTs \ 2 
r=yTs-asTLLTs W * ° = (,^ZZ^) 
and let u* = aLTs. Then the rank-one LCC update D{u*) is independent of M and is the 
correction to the Cholesky factor that yields the BFGS update. 
From this, they discovered the following uniqueness property of the BFGS update. 
Remark 6.3.4. The BFGS update is the unique update that can be obtained from a rank-
one least change update to the Cholesky factor L in the weighted Frobenius norm and 
independent of the choice of the weighting matrix. 
6.4 Least Change in Byrd-Nocedal Measure 
We first mentioned in §5.5.9 how Byrd and Nocedal [21] introduced the measure func-
tion (5.13), in 1989, to study the convergence of quasi-Newton methods. They followed 
the framework that Dennis and More [36] employed to prove the superlinear convergence 
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of quasi-Newton methods. However, they used the ^-measure function instead of the 
weighted Frobenius norm to measure the change of the Hessian approximations. This 
means that we now have the least change property in a non-norm measure. As a conse-
quence, Byrd and Nocedal were able to modify existing convergence proofs previously 
given by Powell [101] and Dennis and More [36] that concluded that the rate of conver-
gence of the BFGS method is superlinear if steplength at). = 1 for all sufficiently large 
k. In private communication (March 16, 2009), Richard Byrd explained that the most sur-
prising result of their investigations was that by scaling B and looking at •0(G!_1-B) = 
trace(G_1B) — ln(det(G_15)) where G is the Hessian at the solution, they were able to 
prove superlinear convergence of the BFGS method. 
Recall that Goldfarb [59] showed that the correction in the BFGS formula solves a min-
imization problem in the weighted Frobenius norm \\E\\w = trace(EWEW). In 1991, 
Fletcher [46] showed that the BFGS formula solves an optimization problem with respect 
to the Byrd-Nocedal measure function.72 The following is a restatement of Fletcher's the-
orem. For a proof, see Fletcher [46]. 
Theorem 6.4.1. (Fletcher, 1991,) If H is symmetric, positive definite and sTy > 0, then the 
unique solution to the optimization problem 
min ip(H2BHz) subject to Bs — y and B symmetric 
is the matrix B+ given by the BFGS update formula (4.19). 
In §6.5.4, we state two characterizations of the BFGS method that Yabe, Martinez and Tapia 
72
 Although Byrd and Nocedal proved this result, it was Fletcher who first published it. 
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[128] proved using the Byrd-Nocedal V'-measure function, ip^DzBDi), with symmetric 
positive-definite weighting matrix D. 
6.5 Yabe, Martinez, Tapia Least Change in Weighted Byrd-
Nocedal Measure 
The BFGS method works well, but when it is not effective, it can be due to the fact that it 
produces updates with large eigenvalues, especially in higher dimensions, as it was, in fact, 
designed to do in order to correct the conditioning problem of the DFP method. In partic-
ular, see the derivation by Shanno in §4.2.2.3. To overcome this difficulty, two remedies 
have been considered: sizing and shifting. In the upcoming sections, we describe the size 
and shift approach and outline some results that Yabe, Martinez and Tapia [128] obtained 
in 2004, when they combined both remedies and applied them to a two-parameter family 
they called the sized Broyden class (6.18), (6.19). 
6.5.1 Sizing 
In 1968, Bard used the term scaling to refer to multiplying a matrix by a scalar. In 1981, 
Dennis, Gay and Welsch [34] decided to call this process sizing instead of scaling.73 To 
obtain a better Hessian approximation, we can size the initial approximation, B, by multi-
73
 John Dennis, in private communication (March 13,2009), explained that the term scaling had been used 
by some to mean multiplying the objective function by a constant. In this case, a rather direct calculation 
shows that the Newton search direction is independent of this constant. Hence, he decided to use the term 
sizing when only the Hessian is multiplied by a constant. 
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plying it by a scalar factor, 7, before the secant update is made. Then, we update jB, rather 
than B to obtain B+. The following propositions and definitions introduced by Contreras 
and Tapia [28], in 1993, will aid in our understanding of the effects of sizing. 
Definition 6.5.1. The convex spectrum of a matrix B, denoted conspectrum(B), corre-
sponds to the convex hull of the eigenvalues ofB. 
When B is symmetric, the convex spectrum of B is an interval of the reals, and thus, we 
refer to it as the interval spectrum of B. 
Definition 6.5.2. The scalar 7 sizes B G iRnxn relative to A G Rnxn if 
conspectrum^B) fl conspectrum(A) ^ 0. 
Proposition 6.5.3. Let A,Be Mnxn be symmetric matrices. Then the scalar 7 sizes B 
relative to A if and only if there exists u, v G ]Rn such that 
_ u
TAu vTv 
u
T
u vTBv 
The proof, which is a direct consequence of the Rayleigh quotient, can be found in Contr-
eras and Tapia [28]. 
Definition 6.5.4. Consider a C2 function f : iRn —*• JR. Also consider a secant method for 
minimizing f with current iterate x, current Hessian approximation B, and current step s. 
We say that the scalar 7 sizes B G iRnxn relative to the Hessian of f at x if there exists 
x G M1 such that 
conspectrum^B) n conspectrum(V2 f(x)) ^ 0 
for some x G B(x, \\s\\). 
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Sizing a matrix shifts its spectrum. In particular, sizing the Hessian approximation 
relative to the true Hessian overlaps the spectra of the two matrices.74 In 1974, Oren and 
Luenberger [90] introduced the Oren-Luenberger (O-L) sizing factor: 
T 
IOL = 4lT (6-15) 
s1 Bs 
and suggested sizing B with 7OL in the BFGS direct update (4.19) at each iteration prior to 
updating. 
In 1993, Contreras and Tapia [28] observed that 70L has the property that the interval 
spectrum of JOLB overlaps the interval spectrum of V2f{x + 9s) for some 9 € (0,1), i.e., 
sizes B relative to the Hessian of / . A proof was not included in the original text so, for 
the sake of completeness, we offer a proof of this observation. 
Theorem 6.5.5. Consider a C2 function f : JRJ1 -> M with x,s e B*1 andB e Mnxn. 
Assume B is nonsingular. Let s = — B'1 V/(ar) and y = Vf(x + s) — Vf(x). Then JOL 
sizes B relative to V2/(a; + 6s) for some 6 G (0,1). 
Proof. We begin by sizing the Hessian approximation, B, with the Oren-Luenberger sizing 
factor 70L so that 
T V S 
1OLB =
 s^B~sB-
For Sk 7^  0, we multiply jfr§-aB on the left by sT, on the right by s, and divide by sTs. This 
simplifies to 
T 
yis 
STS 
74
 As early as 1981, Dennis, Gay, and Welch [34] hoped that sizing would cause the spectrum of the 
approximate Hessian update to overlap the spectrum of the current Hessian approximation. 
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Using the Mean-Value Theorem, we obtain 
yTs = (Vf{x + s)-Vf{x))Ts 
= {V2f{x + 9s)s)Ts 
= sTV2f(x + 8s)Ts 
= sTV2f(x + 6s)s 
for some 6 e (0,1). This leads to 
sT
 (£§l) s _ sTV2f{x + Bs)s 
sTs sTBs 
for some 6 € (0,1). Therefore, we have shown that JOL sizes B relative to V2f(x + 
6s). M 
6.5.2 Selective Sizing 
In 1978, Shanno and Phua [109] suggested that the BFGS update should be sized only at the 
first iteration as opposed to every iteration based on numerical evidence that showed that, 
in general, sizing only the initial iteration was superior to sizing at every iteration. In 1993, 
Contreras and Tapia [28] studied sizing strategies for both the BFGS and the DFP updates 
- sizing at every iteration, sizing only at the first iteration, selectively sizing, or never sizing 
- to investigate how sizing affected the performance of the DFP and the BFGS methods. 
T 
They observed that a direct consequence of the secant equation is
 sfBaa = 1. This, in 
turn, implies that in any secant method, all Hessian approximations (except for the initial 
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approximation) are already automatically sized, adding credibility to the Shanno-Phua pro-
posal. However, as we will soon explain, Contreras and Tapia discovered a selective sizing 
strategy that was superior to other sizing strategies. 
Contreras and Tapia [28] realized that sizing the BFGS with 7OL at each iteration is not 
good. In fact, 7OL tends to size the BFGS update too much, especially for large dimen-
sional problems. Recall that sizing is performed in hopes of significantly overlapping the 
respective spectra (of the Hessian approximation and the Hessian). Of course, sizing with 
7OL does not ensure that the spectrum of B entirely overlaps the spectrum of V2f(x + 9s) 
(see Theorem 6.5.5). In fact, it could happen that the overlap of the respective spectra is 
not much more than a single point. 
In an effort to better overlap the spectrum of the approximate Hessian with the spectrum 
of the true Hessian, Contreras and Tapia [28] introduced the Centered Oren-Luenberger 
sizing factor (C-O-L factor) 
s
-
s
-
 a s
 tc \c\ 
KOL =
 sT_Bs_ sTBs (6.16) 
—T T— 
s_S- s1 S 
where s_ and y_ are calculated at the previous iteration. The idea behind ^COL was to 
attempt to match the center of the interval spectrum of B with the center of the interval 
spectrum of V2/0*0 • Since these centers are unknown, Contreras and Tapia used an average 
of two points (the current point and the previous point) in the interval spectrum to serve as 
an approximation to its center. 
Since sizing the BFGS update at each iteration proved to be unsatisfactory, Contreras 
and Tapia [28] suggested selectively sizing the update to yield the best results for the BFGS 
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method. They suggested sizing the Hessian approximation in the first iteration of the BFGS 
(or the DFP) method with JOL (6.15) and then selectively sizing the BFGS update at other 
iterations with JCOL (6.16). Essentially, they felt that ^OL sized the BFGS update too much 
and suggested 7COL because, for 7OL < 1, it follows that JOL < 7COL < 1- Hence, they 
viewed 7COL as a damping or softening of 7oz,- They proposed, for small positive constants 
ei and e2, if 7COL < 1—ei> then Bk should be sized using max(e2, JCOL)- Using e2 prevents 
inadvertently creating a near singular matrix as a result of sizing with an excessively small 
sizing factor. In summary, this means that if the sizing factor is close to 1, do not size, or 
if it is too small (close to 0), then size with e2. However, if the sizing factor is safely in 
between 0 and 1, then size with JCOL- It is interesting that by selectively sizing the DFP 
method, Contreras and Tapia [28] were able to make it competitive with the BFGS method 
(selectively sized, or not). Yet, in any case, they found that the DFP method is not as robust 
as the BFGS method. 
6.5.3 Sizing and Shifting 
The BFGS direct update (4.19) may have large eigenvalues (especially in higher dimen-
sions). However, sizing the update may be problematic because sizing the BFGS update 
may lead to an excessively small sizing factor and near singularity of the sized matrix. To 
compensate for near singularity, Yabe, Martinez and Tapia [128], in 2004, suggested to 
size and then shift the sized matrix ^B, by adding a matrix M to the sized matrix. They 
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introduced an update of the form 
B+ = BFGS ft B + M, s, y) (6.17) 
where 7 is a sizing factor. Note, for any 7 and M, the update (6.17) satisfies the secant 
equation. Yabe, Martinez and Tapia chose M = 9vvT, where v = VsTBs f - ^ — -Jj^-s), 
to obtain what is referred to as the sized Broyden class 
B+ = BFGS(iB + 6vvT,s,y) (6.18) 
= BFGS('yB,s,y) + 0vvT. (6.19) 
This form of the sized Broyden class (6.19) allows the sizing and shifting to be performed 
independently of each other allowing us to separately control the sizing parameter and the 
shifting term and, hence, only size the matrix B. A significant feature is that this choice of 
M allows the shift to be performed after the sized matrix is updated. In this case, shifting, 
also known as switching, refers to updating the approximate Hessian by a different member 
of the Broyden class, that is, switching from the BFGS update, where 9 = 0, to an alternate 
member of the Broyden class, where 9 ^ 0. In the next section, we discuss the size and 
shift approach that Yabe, Martinez and Tapia [128] used to determine the best parameters 
7 and 9 in the sized Broyden class (6.18). 
6.5.4 Weighted ^-Optimal Values for the Sized-Broyden Class 
Yabe, Martinez and Tapia [128] concluded that it is beneficial to follow a sizing of the 
BFGS update with a shifting of the BFGS update. To determine the optimal values of 
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the sizing factor 7 and the shift 6 in the sized Broyden class (6.18), they considered the 
following three optimization problems: 
1. Given the sizing factor 7*, find the shift 9* as solution of 
min^ (rr^B+D-%\ (6.20) 
2. Given the shift 8*, find the sizing factor 7* as solution of 
mini/' (D~^B+D~^\ (6.21) 
3. Find the sizing factor 7* and the shift 6* as solution of 
mini) (D~^B+D-^\ (6-22) 
and studied three choices for the symmetric positive-definite weighting matrix D: D = I, 
the identity, D = B, the approximate Hessian, and D = V2f(x), the exact Hessian. 
The V>-measure is globally and uniquely minimized by the identity matrix. Therefore, 
there is a bias towards parameters that force (D~2B+D~*) to approximate the identity. If 
(D~2B+D~i) = / , then D = B+ Hence, the choice D = B yields the member of the 
sized Broyden class closest to B, a least change update in the Byrd-Nocedal measure. The 
choice D = V2/(ar) yields the member of the sized Broyden class closest to the Hessian, 
an update closest to Newton's method in the Byrd-Nocedal measure. Finally, the choice 
D = I yields the member of the sized Broyden class closest to the identity, an update 
closest to steepest descent in the Byrd-Nocedal measure. 
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6.5.4.1 Solutions 
After lengthy algebraic calculations, Yabe, Martinez and Tapia [128] solved the three min-
imization problems (6.20), (6.21), (6.22) in closed form using each of the different choices 
of weighting matrices D. They reached the following conclusions. The BFGS update 
solved the three optimization problems uniquely with D = B. Setting 6 = 0, which means 
we are using the BFGS update, yields the sizing factor 7 = 1 which means no sizing is 
optimal. Similarly, if we set 7 = 1, which means we are not going to size, then the op-
timal solution is the BFGS update. Therefore, Yabe, Martinez and Tapia recognized that 
the BFGS update does not like to be sized and that BFGS update with no sizing is optimal 
in this sense. However, the choice D = B was not their best choice. Instead, they found 
that the most effective choice numerically was D = I. In this case, when the sizing factor 
dictated that we should size, we infer that there is a bad match of information between 
B and V2f(x). Thus, the choice D = I prevents this faulty information from further 
contaminating the update. 
Chapter 7 
Secant Update Classes and Some of their 
Properties 
Throughout the previous chapters we included significant historical development of the 
methods we discussed. This pattern is continued as we trace the evolution of several rank-
two secant update classes that have appeared in the literature but have not been given much 
recognition. Since the literature abounds with update classes, we want to show some rela-
tionships among them and show containment when possible. Some known and some new 
characterizations of these update classes are presented. Included is a conjecture made by 
Schnabel in his 1977 Ph.D. thesis, which we prove, as well as, some interesting findings that 
Tapia presented in a 1984 unpublished paper entitled "On Averaging and Representation 
Properties of the BFGS and Related Secant Updates." 
Recall, in Chapter 4, we explained how a broad class of rank-one secant updates (4.3) 
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was obtained from the general rank-one update formula (4.2) and we stated some choices of 
the parameter v that yielded popular rank-one update methods. In this chapter, we construct 
a proof of how Dennis [33] applied Powell's method of iterated projections to the general 
rank-one update formula to generate the Dennis class of symmetric rank-two updates. In 
addition, we present an alternative derivation of the Dennis class. Different choices of 
the parameter v in the Dennis class that yield popular rank-two update methods are given. 
Furthermore, we derive an extension to the Dennis class which turns out to be the known 
Davidon class. We present the derivation of a general formula which can be used to repre-
sent any symmetric rank-two update. Parameter choices that yield different update classes 
are given. The chapter concludes with the derivation of what we call the extended Dennis-
Davidon class. 
7.1 Dennis Class 
We first mentioned in Chapter 4 how Dennis [33], in 1972, applied Powell's method of 
iterated projections to members of the rank-one inverse update class (4.5) to develop the 
Dennis inverse update class (4.12), more commonly written in the following form of the 
direct update class 
UDC D , (y ~ Bs)vT + v{y - Bsf sT(y - Bs)vvT ti+ = a H (/.I) 
v1 s {v1 s)z 
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where y,s,v 6 lRn and vTs ^ 0 and B e MnXn is symmetric. The following are well-
known choices of the parameter v: 
SRI v = y-Bs 
PSB v = s 
DFP v = y 
Bs 
Greenstadt v = Bs. 
In 1983, Dennis and Schnabel [107] stated that all of the members of the Broyden 
class (4.37) for which the rank-two correction B+ — B has one negative and one positive 
eigenvalue can equivalently be represented as members of the Dennis class (7.1) where v 
is a linear combination of y and 5s.75 
Dennis did not include a proof of how he obtained the Dennis class by applying Powell's 
method of iterated projections to the general rank-one update formula so we construct one 
in the next section.76 We follow this proof with an alternative derivation of the Dennis 
class. 
75This follows from the 1973 work of Brodlie, Gourlay, and Greenstadt [10] and the subsequent 1976 work 
of Gay [52]; both of which we discuss in §7.3. 
76In Chapter 4, we stated that Powell also did not provide a formal proof of how he derived the PSB method 
by applying his method of iterated projections to the good Broyden method. 
BFGS . - » + £ £ 
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7.1.1 Derivation of the Dennis Class using Iterated Projections 
The following is a restatement of a theorem due to Dennis. For the sake of completeness 
we construct a proof. 
Theorem 7.1.1. (Dennis, 1972) Consider the rank-one secant update 
*-*+<»-•*•>?
 ( 7 . 2 ) 
v1 s 
where y,s,v € Mn, vTs ^  0, and _B0 € Mnxn is symmetric. Also consider the symmetrized 
form ofBx 
<h-*±2.. (7.3) 
Using (7.2) and (7.3), generate the sequence {Ck} where 
(y-Cks)vT 
•Bfe+i = Cfc + 
vTs 
Ck+1 = Bk+1+nBl+1 * = 1 , 2 , . . . (7.4) 
The limit of the sequence {Ck} is 
R R , (V - B0s)vT + v(y - B0s)T sT{y - B0s)vvT 
•t>00 = -DO T T? / T \ 9 • * . ' - : ) - ' 
V1 S [V1 S)Z 
Remark 7.1.2. If we rewrite (7.5) as an update formula it represents, for different choices 
ofv, all members of the Dennis class of secant updates (7.1). 
Proof. Consider the general rank-one secant update formula (7.2) and its symmetrized 
form (7.3). From (7.4), we can write 
a+i = (Ck + (y - Cks)cf) + (Ck + (y - Cks)<f)T ( ? 6 ) 
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where d = -#-. Define 
S1 V 
£+ = B + (y - Bs)dT + ((y - Bs)dT)T - sT(y - Bs)ddT. (7.7) 
We begin by demonstrating that the update given by (7.7) is a fixed point of the recursion 
formula (7.6). To prove this, we first notice that (7.6) holds with both Ck+i and Ck replaced 
by B+ if and only if 
- B+ + BT+ , (y -B+a)<F + ((y ~B+s)<F)T 
B+ = + . (7.8) 
Noting that B+ is symmetric, our proof reduces to showing that 
(y - B+s)<F + ((y - B^cff = 0. 
But this is an immediate consequence of the fact that 
B+s =[B + (y- Bs)dT + ((y - Bs)^)7 - sT(y - Bs)ddT]s 
= Bs + {y- Bs) + d(y - Bs)Ts - sT(y - Bs)d 
= y + d{yTs) - d(sTBs) - (sTy)d + (sTBs)d 
= y-
Now we need to prove 
Ck^B+. (7.9) 
To do this, first let Ek = Ck- ~B+ for k = 1,2,... Then, using the fact that (7.7) is a fixed 
point of (7.6) we can subtract (7.8) from (7.6) to obtain 
(Ek-Ekscf) + (Ek-EksdT)T Ek+i = 
E,.(T - suP'\ + (J -
 Rlf\TE, 
(7.10) 
2 
Ek{I-8F) + (I-8&)TEk 
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Let P = {I — s(F). Repeated substitution of Ek-j for j = 0 ,1 , . . . in the recursion formula 
(7.10) yields 
But Pj = P and (PT)j = PT for j = 1,2,..., and, therefore, the above sum reduces to 
Ek = ±[EQP + PTEQ] + ^^PTE0P. 
Consequently, Ek —• PTE0P and (7.9) follows immediately if we can show PTE0P = 0. 
To this end, observe that Ps = 0, and, therefore, PTE0Ps = 0. If we let w € {v}1- where 
the _L denotes the orthogonal complement of the subspace {v}, then we have 
PTE0Pw = PTE0w 
= -PT[(y - C0s)dT + ((y - C0s)(f)T - sT(y - C0s)ddT]w 
= -PT[(y - C0s)dT + d(yT - sTC0) - sT(y - C0s)ddT]w 
= -PT[0 + d(yT-sTCo)w-0] 
= -PTd(yT - sTC0)w 
= 0, 
where the last equality follows from the fact that PTd = 0 since d = ^ . Therefore, 
PTE0P\{V}± = 0. 
Since we know s £ {v}1- and PTE0Ps = 0 then it follows that PTE0P = 0 and the proof 
is complete. • 
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7.1.2 Algebraic Derivation of the Dennis Class 
Given Powell's construction of the PSB update from the Broyden update, Dennis took the 
timely approach of applying Powell's method of iterated projections to derive the Dennis 
class. In this section, we show how the Dennis class can be derived from the rank-one 
secant update formula in a purely algebraic manner and need not utilize the method of 
iterated projections. 
Consider the general rank-one secant update formula (7.2) where y, s, v G IR™ and 
vTs 7^  0, and B e ]Rnxn is symmetric. Also consider the symmetrized form of B+, 
B+ + Bl B+ = 
(y - Bs)vT v(y - Bs)T 
= B + ^—TF-L— + v T • (7.11) 
V1 S V1 S 
Let us consider the task of adding to this as simple a rank-one matrix as possible, call it 
R, so that B+ + R remains rank-two, symmetric, and satisfies the secant equation. For 
B+ + R to satisfy the secant equation, R must satisfy (y - Bs)Ts 
Rs = -Ky
 T ' v. (7.12) 
V1 S 
Observe from (7.12), that we can view Rs as ^v. Thus, we can choose R to be of the form 
R =
 v[a(y - Bs) + fivf, (7.13) 
and the rank will not be increased. However, symmetry dictates we must choose a = 0, 
which implies 
R = /3vvT. (7.14) 
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It follows directly that 
(y-Bsfs 
(vTsY P = - ^ A • <7-15) 
Substituting (7.15) in (7.14) yields a rank-one matrix R which when added to (7.11) yields 
the Dennis class of rank-two symmetric secant updates (7.1). 
7.1.3 Extension of the Dennis Class 
Now we are motivated to consider the interesting task of adding a rank-one matrix, call it 
M, to the Dennis class (7.1) so that B+c + M remains rank-two, symmetric, and satisfies 
the secant equation. The reason we consider a rank-one matrix is because we expect to be 
able to solve this problem in simple closed form. The following theorem details the result 
of this challenge. 
Theorem 7.1.3. Consider the Dennis class (7.1) where B E 5?"xn is symmetric, y,s,v € 
2Rn and vTs ^ 0. The only rank-one matrix that can be added to the Dennis class such that 
the formula remains rank-two, symmetric, and satisfies the secant equation is of the form 
M = 9mmT where m = , vS^a\va — ^ and 0 & 1R. The result is given by 
BEDC = BDC + M 
(y-Bs)vT v(y-Bs)T sT(y- Bs)vvT 
= ti H = h 
vTs vTs (vTs)2 
I [ II — 1-iSI 'IJ I I 177 — n . l J I 77 
+9 
{y - Bs) v 
sT(y — Bs) vTs 
(y-Bs) v__ 
sT(y — Bs) vTs (7.16) 
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Proof. Consider 
BEDC = BDC + M 
VTS VTS 
To not increase the rank, m must be a linear combination of v and y — Bs, i.e., m 
a(y — Bs) + (3v. To satisfy the secant equation, BfDC must satisfy 
B%ucs = (B»c + M)s = y 
which implies Ms = 0, that is, M must have s in its nullspace. If s is in the nullspace of 
M = 0mmT, it follows immediately that s must be orthogonal to a(y — Bs) + f3v, which 
leads to 
0 = sT[a(y - Bs) + fiv] 
= a(sTy) - a(sTBs) + fi(sTv). (7.17) 
If we let a — 0, we see that (3(sTv) = 0. Yet, we know sTv ^ 0, hence /? = 0. Also 
observe that if we let f3 = 0, then asT(y — Bs) = 0. However, we know sT(y — Bs) ^ 0, 
hence a = 0. In either of these cases, we obtain M = 0. In the nontrivial case a, /3 ^ 0, 
we can solve (7.17) for /?: 
asT(y — Bs) 
0 = - sTv 
for any a E IR. Substituting this /3 in m = a(y — Bs) + /?v allows us to construct 
M = 9mmT: 
M = 9 
(y - Bs) v 
sT(Bs — y) vTs 
(y - Bs) v -)T 
sT(Bs — y) vTs (7.18) 
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where 9 absorbs the constant a2. Adding the rank-one matrix (7.18) to the Dennis class 
yields (7.16). • 
We were motivated to call the class (7.16) the 'extended Dennis class' until we realized 
that this is exactly the class of updates that Davidon [31] introduced in 1975.77 In addition, 
Schnabel [106], in 1977, presented this class and referred to it as the f-class. For the 
remainder of this chapter, we choose to refer to (7.16) as the Davidon class since we believe 
it was Davidon who first introduced this class. It is interesting that extending the Dennis 
class by adding a rank-one matrix so as to not increase the rank and preserve symmetry 
and the secant equation leads uniquely to the Davidon class. Clearly, if we set 6 = 0 in the 
Davidon class (7.17), it reduces to the Dennis class (7.1). 
7.2 «-class 
In 1977, Schnabel [106] demonstrated that a portion of the Davidon class (7.16) can be 
represented in what he calls the u-form defined by 
(y - Bs)uT + u(y - Bs)T _ (y - Bs)Ts(uuT) 
u
Ts (uTsy B+ - B + — / . .T- \o ( 7 - i y ) 
u = v + a(y — Bs). 
We choose to call (7.19) the u-class, and recognize it as the Dennis class (4.13) with the 
parameter v replaced by u = v + a(y — Bs). 
77To learn more about Davidon's treatment of this class, we refer the interested reader to [31]. 
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We briefly mention a special case of the u-class because it will be referred to in upcom-
ing sections. For u> > 0, consider the special M-form 
Rsu P , (V ~ Bs)uT + u{y - Bs)T {y - Bs)Ts{uuT) B+
 =
B+
 ^ w^— (7-20) 
u = y + a(y- Bs), 
_ -yTs(l±uh) 
a
 ~ (y-BsVs • ( 7-2 1 ) 
We refer to this class as the special u-class. 
7.3 d-class 
In 1973, Brodlie, Gourlay, and Greenstadt [10] showed that the symmetric rank-two cor-
rection matrix B+ — B may be expressed as the difference wwT — zzT of rank-one matrices 
where w, z ^ 0 are linearly independent, if and only if, B+ — B is indefinite.78 Updates 
which can be represented in this d- form 
B+ = B + wwT - zzT (7.22) 
and satisfy the secant equation are members of what we call the d-class. 
Brodlie, Gourlay, and Greenstadt [10] showed that, in the case that yTs ^ sTBs, the 
Broyden Class can be written as 
(y - Bs)(y - Bsf vvT 
B+~B+
 {y - BsYs *{y-Ba)T8 ^ ^ 
78In 1976, Gay added to the results of Brodlie, Gourlay, and Greenstadt and showed that correction matrices 
that are indefinite possess additional characteristics, for example the rank-two correction B+ — B has one 
positive and one negative eigenvalue. As a result, these correction matrices appear to be best in some sense. 
To learn more, see [52]. 
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where £ = (1 — 9)yTs + 9sTBs. In addition, if £ > 0 then (7.23) can be written in the 
d-form (7.22). If £ = 0, then (7.23) reduces to the SRI update (4.8). In the case that 
yTs = sTBs, Brodlie, Gourlay, and Greenstadt observed that any member of the Broyden 
class can be written in the d-form. 
7.4 Schnabel's Observation 
We now present some of Schnabel's results from his Ph.D. thesis [106]. Schnabel let S be 
the set of 9 for which the Broyden class can be written in the d-form (7.22). Using this S, 
defined as S = {9 : 1 + 9^v~^a s > 0}, he proved that there exists a one-to-one and onto 
mapping from members of the Broyden class for which 9 G S, to members of the special 
u-class (7.20) for which u e (0, oo), with B+ = B^.u for u = ^rBa^^_Ba)T^ • This 
means that each member of the Brodyen class which can be written in the d-form (7.22) 
can also be written in the special M-form (7.20). In particular, they can be written in the 
M-form (7.22) with the following two choices of a: 
T 
y s 
a = 
(y-Bs)Ts 
-1±( Hi ^ 
sTBs + 9{y - Bs)Ts 
and therefore have two distinct representations in the M-class (7.22). Letting b = yTs and 
c = sTBs, the following are well-known choices of the parameter u: 
26 , 
DFP u = y or y — - iy — Bs) b — c 
^^^.^ —6± Vbc. „ . BFGS u = y + — (y~Bs). 
b — c 
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In the next section, we prove a conjecture that Schnabel presented regarding the BFGS 
secant update as a result of this observation. 
7.5 SchnabePs Conjecture 
Schnabel [106] stated that when a secant method converges superlinearly, we should expect 
T 
Vs .
 1 sTBs 
This follows directly from the 1974 analysis of Dennis and More [35], which shows that 
we can expect the values y a~vsBs at successive iterations to approach zero. Accordingly, 
asymptotically only one of each of the two choices of the parameter u in the convex class 
presented in the previous section yields a numerically stable update, in the sense that you 
do not get division by zero asymptotically. Letting b = yTs and c = sTBs, the choices of 
parameter u that yield numerically stable DFP and BFGS updates are given by 
DFP u = y 
—b-\- \fbc BFGS u = y+ J iy-Bs). (7.24) 
o — c 
From this, Schnabel conjectured the following. 
Conjecture 7.5.1. (Schnabel, 1977) If the BFGS method converges, then its scale (7.24) 
converges to the average of the scales of the DFP update (u = y) and the Greenstadt 
update (u = Bs). 
We prove Schnabel's conjecture. 
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Proof. Begin with the numerically stable scale of the BFGS update (7.24) which we can 
write as 
\JyTs + VsTBs 
From Byrd, Tapia and Zhang [23], we know that if the BFGS method (with steplength 
a = 1) converges, then the convergence is superlinear. Contreras and Tapia [28] showed 
that if the secant method in question converges superlinearly, then we have 
T 
sTBs 
Combining the results of Byrd, Tapia and Zhang with those of Contreras and Tapia, we 
obtain 
u = y--nJ^=={y-Bs) -> \{y + Bs). \Jyl s + vs1 Bs * 
This demonstrates that the scale of the BFGS update can be viewed as (asymptotically) the 
average of the scales of the DFP update (u = y) and the Greenstadt update (v = Bs). • 
In the next section, we describe how Tapia was able to prove a stronger result about the 
BFGS update using complete updates and not just the scales of updates. 
7.6 Tapia's Discovery 
In 1984, Tapia proved many interesting properties of the BFGS update in an unpublished 
paper entitled "On Averaging and Representation Properties of the BFGS and Related Se-
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cant Updates." He considered the kernel 
T 
v1 s 
for A : Mn —• Mnxn and vTs ^ 0. Using this, Tapia was able to show 
A(y) - A(Bs) = A'[dy + (1 - 6)Bs](y - Bs) for some 9 e (0,1) 
= f A'[6y + (1 - 6)Bs](y - Bs)dd 
Jo 
= ^^Ak(BS)(y-Bs,...,y-Bs). 
fc=i ' 
Note that A' represents the first derivative of A and Ak represents the Mi derivative of A. 
These tools allowed Tapia to represent the BFGS updates as a member of each of the u-, 
d-, and Davidon classes. 
Tapia began with the known fact that the BFGS could be represented as a member of 
the d-class to write 
for sTBs, yTs ^ 0: this representation of the BFGS was known. Using Taylor's Theorem, 
Tapia wrote the BFGS update as the following member of the Davidon class (7.16) 
OO . 
J2^Ak(Bs)(y-Bs,...,y-Bs). (7.25) 
fc=i 
He used the Mean Value Theorem (MVT) to write the BFGS update as a member of the 
it-class (7.19): 
A(y) - A(Bs) = A'[6y + (1 - 6)Bs](y - Bs) (7.26) 
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for some 9 where 0 < 9 < 1. We know that the MVT does not necessarily hold for 
nonscalar-valued functions; however, Tapia's lengthy calculations demonstrated that the 
MVT does hold for the BFGS update for 9 = ^ ^ f f i ^ 1 which has meaning if 
and only if yTs > 0. Tapia then turned to the integral form of the MVT to obtain 
A(y) - A{Bs) = f A'[6y + (1 - 9)Bs]{y - Bs)dd. (7.27) 
Jo 
Using this, he calculated the infinite average of all the updates along the line 9y+(l—9)Bs 
where y and Bs are the extreme points of this line. Tapia proved that the BFGS is the 
average of all updates between the extreme points: 9 = 0 (which yields the DFP update) 
and 9=1 (which yields the Greenstadt update). He accomplished this by working with 
complete updates and not the scales of updates as Schnabel did. 
7.7 Huang Class 
As we have shown, several authors introduced general classes of updating formulae. An-
other example is Huang [71], who in 1970, made every effort to keep the class as general 
as possible to the point of not requiring the updates to be symmetric. Huang considered 
updates in the general form 
H+ = H + p 
s(ClS + C2HTy)T Hy(KlS + K2HTy)T ( ? 2 g ) 
_(ClS + C2HTy)Ty\ (KlS + K2E^yYy 
with H e Mnxn where p, Ci,C2,Ki, K2 are constants, and with the restriction that Ki and 
K2 must not vanish simultaneously. While the choice of the constants in the Huang class 
(7.28) were arbitrary, and different choices yield different updates, Huang did intend for 
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the constants Ci, C2, Ki, AT2 to remain the same from iteration to iteration. The following 
are the particular choices of C\, C2, Ki,K2 for well-known updates pertaining to the case 
p=l: 
DFP Ci = l, C2 = 0, K1 = 0, K2 = l 
SRI Ci = l, C2 = - l , Xi = l, J%T2 = —1. 
Allowing the constant C\ to change between iterations leads to 
vTHv BFGS Ci = - l - 2 * C2 = - l , ivTi = l, /sT2 = 0. 
In 2002, Hull [72] showed that requiring the Huang class (7.28) to produce symmetric 
updates yields the Broyden class. In particular, it yields 
H+ = (7.29) 
1+7 05P) 
where 7 = Jk. This formula (7.29), for arbitrary values of 7, can be recognized as 
Fletcher's [45] parameterization of the Broyden class of updates (4.37), i.e., the linear 
combination of the BFGS inverse update H%FGS and the DFP inverse update #+ F P (4.41) 
where 
1- ' 
i+?(4£) -
This demonstrates that the Huang class is a more general class than the Broyden class; it 
subsumes the Broyden class. 
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7.8 General Form for Symmetric Rank-2 Secant Updates 
Our study of multiple update classes motivated us to write the general formula that could 
be used to represent all symmetric rank-two secant updates. In this section, we derive 
the formula (7.30) found in Brodlie, Gourlay, and Greenstadt [10], and discuss particular 
parameter choices that yield well-known updates and update classes.79 
Theorem 7.8.1. Any symmetric rank-two update matrix can be written in the form 
B+ = B + auuT + f3{uvT + vuT) + 6vvT (7.30) 
for specific values of a, (3,5 G JR and u, v € Mn where B € Mnxn is symmetric and u is 
not a scalar multiple of v. 
Proof. Consider the singular-value decomposition (SVD) of a symmetric rank-two matrix 
B given by 
B = ailnLj + o2L2L\ (7.31) 
where cri, o2 represent the singular values of B, and Li, Lj represent the left- and right-
singular vectors of B respectively, and L\L2 = 0. Our challenge is to find a formula for 
all rank-two update matrices B+ such that the Range(B) = span{«, v} where u, v e iRn. 
Towards this end, it follows directly that the spanju, v} = span{Li, L2}, which leads us to 
consider 
L\ = (j)\u + (j)2v L2 = feu + 4>4v 
79In their 1973 paper, Brodlie, Gourlay, and Greenstadt were concerned with the conditions in which H+ 
in formula (7.30) could be written in product form. 
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for fa G M. Now observe that substituting Li and L2 in the SVD of B (7.31) gives us 
B = CTi(<f>iU + </>2v)(<l>iU + (J)2V)T + a2(<j>3U + <t>iV){(j)zU + <f)4y)T 
= [<Jl<p\ + <T20l] UUT + [(Tl<t>l<j>2 + CF2<t>3<l>4\ {uVT + VUT) + [ai<j>l + a2(f>l] VVT 
which can be written using the symmetric rank-two update matrix (7.30) with a = <J\§\ + 
0"2</>!, /3 = <T\4>i4>2 + 02^3^4,an<^ & = a\^\ + a2<t>\- This completes the proof. B 
Remark 7.8.2. For the symmetric rank-two update matrix (7.30) to be a secant update, it 
must also satisfy the secant equation B+s = y, that is, the update must satisfy the condition 
avtFsu + (3(vTsu + uTsv) + 8vTsv — y — Bs (7.32) 
where uTs, vTs ^ 0. 
An obvious way to obtain secant updates from (7.30) is to let u = y — Bs and choose 
a, /3,5 so that 
au
Ts + f3vTs = 1 
(3uTs + 5vTs = 0. (7.33) 
The choice u = y — Bs is a convenient way to ensure that the update satisfies the secant 
equation. In the remainder of this section, we present parameter choices that yield the 
Davidon class, the Dennis class, and the BFGS secant update. We first state parameter 
choices that yield the Davidon class given u = y — Bs. 
Corollary 7.8.3. IJ"we let a = jj^p, 0 = ^-s-^r-s, 6 = j^+j^p withu = y-Bs 
in the symmetric rank-two update formula (7.30) then we obtain the Davidon class (7.16). 
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We now state that there are two different ways to obtain the Dennis class from the symmet-
ric rank-two update formula (7.30). 
Corollary 7.8.4. If we let a = 0, {3 = ^ , 5 = ZrA with u = y — Bs in the symmetric 
rank-two update formula (7.30), then we obtain the Dennis class (7.1). 
Corollary 7.8.5. Ifweleta = 5 = 0andf3 = 1, and set u = ^f - '^faffi *'" the 
symmetric rank two update formula (7.30), then we obtain the Dennis class (7.1). 
We end the section by discussing parameter choices that yield the BFGS secant update. 
In an effort to produce compact notation, i.e., "minimize clutter," a moment's reflection 
on equation (7.32) should motivate the thoughtful reader to suggest the choice (3 = 0. Once 
we choose (3 = 0 in (7.30), then for the update to satisfy the secant equation, the condition 
y — Bs = a(uTs)u + 5(vTs)v 
must be satisfied. The obvious choice here is u = y and v = Bs. Moreover, this choice 
maintains a sense of balance, since we expect yTs and sTBs to be of the same magnitude. 
Our reasoning has led us to the BFGS update in a most direct manner. Hence, we feel that 
the BFGS update is a natural update and would be postulated by most readers once they 
were exposed to the general update formula (7.30). We now give a formal statement of our 
insight. 
Corollary 7.8.6. If we let u = y and v = Bs, a = ^ , (3 = 0, and 8 = —^r§;, in the 
symmetric rank-two update formula (7.30), then we obtain the BFGS secant update (4.19). 
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7.8.1 Extended Dennis-Davidon Class 
We end this chapter by deriving what we call the Extended Dennis-Davidon Class, i.e., we 
set u = y—.Bs in (7.30) and solve for the parameters so that the secant equation is satisfied. 
Recall from Remark 7.8.2, that for the symmetric rank-two update matrix (7.30) to satisfy 
the secant equation, it must satisfy the condition (7.32) where uTs, vTs ^ 0. If we set 
u = y — Bs in (7.32), we obtain 
a(y - Bs)Ts(y - Bs) + /3(vTs(y - Bs) + (y - Bs)Tsv) + 8vTsv = y - Bs. (7.34) 
If v and y — Bs are linearly independent, we can solve (7.34) for a and 5 in terms of /3 to 
obtain 
1 - (3vTs 
a
 ~ {y-BsYs 
p(y-Bs)Ts 
o = = 
V1 S 
for any /3 G M. Substituting these values for a and 8 in the symmetric rank-two update 
matrix (7.30) yields the extended Dennis-Davidon class 
B+ = B + j±gfc(3t - Bs)(y - Baf + 0[(y - Bs)vT + v(y - Bsf] - ^f^vvT. 
(7.35) 
Remark 7.8.7. What we see interesting about the Dennis class and the Davidon class is 
that they use the choice u = y—Bs in the general formula. Moreover, we have the following 
interesting and surprising result. 
Theorem 7.8.8. The Davidon class is a maximal class for the choice u = y — Bs. That 
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is, any member of the general secant update class which satisfies the secant equation and 
uses the choice u = y — Bs must be a member of the Davidon class. 
Proof. Consider the update formula (7.30) with the choice u = y — Bs. The conditions 
(7.32), assuming y — Bs and v are linearly independent, allows us to write a and 8 in terms 
of (3. This leads to what we might call the extended Dennis-Davidon class (7.35). However, 
equating coefficients in (7.35) with those in the Davidon class (7.16) demonstrates the 
relationship 
j e 
vTs (y — Bs)TsvTs' 
Hence, the Davidon class (7.16) and our so-called extended Dennis-Davidon class (7.35) 
are merely reparameterizations of the same class. • 
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